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Power
Power makes things happen.
We know about global warming and what needs to be done, in
excessive detail. We don't have an information problem. We have
a power problem.
You know what needs to happen in your life, at work, and at
home.
Power is the will and capacity to get it done.
I'm tired of hearing about “self-love”. I don't know what it is. It's
contrite, static, and decontextualized. I want the courage,
confidence, and competence to make things happen.
I want to do it in a way that's incomparable and define my own
compensation package.
This book is about discovering and practicing power in your own
life.
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Crucible
I will work hard, take risks, and stretch beyond what I know. But I
want to get paid. The pay I expect from the world is One Loving
Peer.
I rode a motorcycle, became an artist, earned a PhD, got a tattoo,
wrote a book, all in an attempt to be sexy. Every lecture I've
given, every activist gesture, every performance of any kind has
been fueled by the hope that if I manifested my insight with
courage, a true peer would recognize, accost, kiss, and want me.
We would become wingmen, flying in trust.
First I searched in intellectual and academic circles. Just a few
years into my work as a Professor of Political Economy, I
discovered that I could find fault with the intellectual analysis of
even the cutest of my peers in about 5 minutes. After reaching
that point, I felt alienated and, in truth, contemptuous.
The money, status, and little bit of celebrity weren't satisfying on
their own, and weren't getting me where I wanted to go. I
invented an alternate identity and personality, and drifted away
from my prestigious but unsatisfying career as a scholar and
university professor.
Duro found me on a dance floor. We were such an obvious match
that people said “what took you two so long to find each other?”
Strangers stopped us in the street to tell us how strikingly
beautiful we were together. He greeted every day with an
exuberant outpouring of ideas, and we'd leap into action creating
beautiful things for ourselves and the world.
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He imagined the impossible, insisted we could do it, and required
that we get every detail right. He showed me that I could do so
much more than I knew.
There was a sense of grandeur to everything we did, no matter
how mundane. We savored every meal with reverence (actually,
every bite of food). We made every move with intention and
delight, from reorganizing the kitchen with principles of computer
programming to creating our own icons for the applications on
our iphones. Our friends were awed by our joint productivity.
The pronoun was “we”.
We wrote a novel, in beds and restaurants and buses, imagining
the characters and choosing every word together. We would bake
bread for our farmers at the Hollywood market, and then we'd all
stand there crying with gratitude. We snuck portable speakers
into our favorite restaurant to do a dance for the chef at just the
right calm moment of his afternoon. We ran an underground
restaurant cooking 10 courses for 30 people. We started teaching
Queer Tango because we felt responsible to open that space. We
made one take documentaries. We designed clothing. We slept
through every night with our faces touching.
Under pressure, I chose the wrong of two apartments. And had
some kind of panic attack while moving in. The phone lines were
down, I couldn't reach him. I tried to cancel the contract, I called a
lawyer. The next thing that happened was that he was being
reprimanded by his employer for “damaging our relationships
with real estate agents”. Our trust and interdependence had
endangered him and the next thing that happened was that he
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was engulfed with a firestorm of rage which couldn't be cooled by
an entire ocean.
Raw from the burning criticism, I went dancing without him and
allowed myself to become rabidly addicted to that fleeting
succor. I didn't realize that such disloyalty could hurt him. And I
became blindly obsessed with one single point, gaining his
“respect” for my dancing. So obsessed that I abandoned our
place of rapturous love – I didn't care about the food.
Through the subsequent years of mourning I have reluctantly
faced the fact that the promise of our prolific and shiny
partnership and the ease with which we did everything only fired
my ambition. Imagining I could surpass what we had, I yearned for
an even more talented (and kinder) partner.
Unlike other complicated and painful situations, I couldn't let this
one fade into an unexplained past. Everything in me cried victim,
but it wasn't true. I was so high on our joint power that I lost sight
of how rare it was.
I put mundane and slippery things like “respect” and “kindness”
above our precious connection. This shortsightedness is the
excruciating error that I awake to every day, often cringing
physically as I reach consciousness.
This is the first time that I faced my power.
Since that point I have got more of nearly everything, but I
haven't met anyone with even a fraction of Duro's exuberance,
and few people with any interest whatsoever in creating such a
rich, sensuous, intentional daily life. Even my mother, who, would
rather eat Twinkies®, said quietly when I told her that Duro I were
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separating, “I don't think that's a good idea. What about the
food?”
Nothing tastes as good without him.
I've told myself that I would never have danced with Mano to a
new way of making art, nor been an artistic director for hiphopArgentine Tango shows in Europe's central train station. But I
know that nothing was worth it. No ecstasy nor glory can replace
the joy and reverence and creativity with which we embraced
every day together.
I have tried too to convince myself that he was Not The One. He
tormented me with sociobiological threats of abandonment,
expected me to do everything perfectly, didn't do quite his share
of the work on our projects, and, most gruesomely, had no
tolerance or dexterity with my insecurity and fear or his own
anger.
I have realized that he made his way through the world, like most
people, by being liked. My strategy was different. I did what
seemed to be the thing that needed to be done. I was mostly
disliked for it. This was never my preference, but sufficiently
familiar that it is not a factor. Anyway I never discerned two
routes.
This, I have learned is what it means to be avant-garde. It's not a
cultivated affectation, it's a compulsion to manifest an ethic,
which crucially happens not to match what is popular. Despite our
synchronized style and our innovative projects, my constitution
was toxic to his survival mechanisms.
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I have tried and believed in love many times subsequently. After
all, I had done an awful lot of the operational work. But the
seemingly straightforward formula of exuberance, reverence, and
grandeur fails to thrive. What magic did he incite?

The Acrobat, the Buddhist, The Violinist, The Broker, The
Genius, the German(s) ... Sifting through the emotions and
details of these relationships has revealed that despite a constant
stream of lovely men and women of various qualities traipsing
through my heart– there are not many peers around. I have
returned, as before meeting him, to a state of agonized, selfdestructive mystification at my aloneness.
The first thing that happened when Duro left was that Andrea
sent me this:
When you walk to the edge of all the light you know and
step into the darkness, one of two things will happen: You
will find firm ground under your feet or you will learn to fly.
Ad-hoc version of Patrick Overton, “Faith”
The Leaning Tree 1975

People often describe me as “fearless”. It's not true. When I lost
Duro, I realized that the worst thing I could imagine had
happened. That had been the only fear worth fearing. Its
consummation constituted a certain dreadful freedom. Over and
over I tell myself that having paid this highest price, I must now
find for what some deep part of me was willing to pay.
So the things which could be fearsome still are, but I move
forward despite them. And what I have achieved in this time has
astonished me. I have watched my dreams jump off the pages of
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my notebook and flower. But I have not recreated the life I had
with Duro, and nothing else is as good. The lived experience of
my enviably glamorous, sensual life as a minor tango celebrity
vacillates erratically between mercenary, despairing, and ecstatic.
My attempts to settle down with a reasonable success here, or a
nice guy there, or a really pretty flat, have spontaneously
combusted.
I know that the secret to happiness is encoded in that era. I must
crack the code to get back to living the life we created together,
to be the version of me that he evoked.
What would we have been doing on a Sunday afternoon?
Roasting a chicken. And it would have been spectacular.
In the years since we separated, I have started my life over, from
scratch. Having discarded my career, put my treasured
belongings in storage, and set off across the world with my love, I
was alone and identityless, skidding through various foreign
countries, traveling with a few suitcases of my most elegant
clothes and my favorite kitchen knives. Generous friends allowed
me to live with them for free. With no financial resources
whatsoever, I created a new career, built a business, moved it
internationally twice, wrestled three visas from desirable nations,
finished a book and wrote another one (and then this one),
survived an abusive relationship. All of this happened one blank
page at a time.
I've visited the US just once since 2010. I went home to San
Francisco in 2015 and had the chance to meet with some dear
friends. I expected to feel small with them, one a medical
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researcher at Stanford, another a technologist on his third
successful internet startup. But both described their lives as a
“prison” of work defined by their staff, dedicated to the whims of
investors, with no time for their own minds. I expected to be
envious of their money and their lives in my now-overpriced
hometown. They were envious of my time to be creative.
A struggling “arts-entrepreneur”, I spend my time wandering
around Berlin writing in a notebook and then figuring out how to
get the writing off the page and make stuff happen in the world. I
began to believe that I wasn't just surviving my career-suicide, I
was actualizing myself in ways that my “established” peers
weren't.
Several new friends in Berlin had said to me “you're so powerful.”
I was taken aback. I only thought of myself as poor and lonely. As
a former anorexic, I am perpetually tasked with bringing my selfperception into focus with how others see me, so I spent a year
considering this idea of power. I started to ask myself, in every
difficult situation “what is the most powerful thing I could do
here?” Especially when I felt weak, this became a most revealing
practice, which radically disrupted my patterns of self-perception
and action.
This book, then, is my attempt to chart and extrapolate a system
of power, by which to encourage friends that you can build the
path under your feet, even as you step into darkness.
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The Syntax
The idea of this book is that in every aspect of our lives –work,
creativity, relationships, food, space, body– we can find power
and that power has several developmental levels or layers. First
we learn that we will survive the difficulties or confusions of this
aspect. Every child of abuse reaches a day when they stay the
hand of the abuser. This is the first act of power (and “self-love”):
the will to SURVIVE.
With that fundamental decision made (for the moment) it's nice to
get the logistics of life under control. I call this “mastery”. Robert
Kegan is a psychologist of human development, one of a few who
believes it to be a life-long process, not something that ends after
14 action-packed years with “adulthood”. His definition of
development is the process by which aspects of life which at first
appeared to be external come to be understood as within ones'
control. Helplessness is the experience of being victimized by a
persecutory world. MASTERY is the knowledge that you have the
skills to control your experience, so that your intentions are in
charge, rather than external forces.
Every apprentice has a day when they question a principle of
training, and begin to make their own theory. This is the third act
of power: sensing your TALENT. This is about the struggle for
meaning in the way you spend your energy.
Contemporary culture presents us with three options for
meaning: consumption, celebrity, and creativity. Creativity is one
of the highest levels of our humanity and it is one which brings
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deep satisfaction (although it may not bring celebrity or increased
consumption). It takes time and energy to develop and it may not
be where you expect to find it. Your talent is waiting for you, and
there is nothing like it.
Everyone seems to reach a place of self-doubt, where they
question their established life path. This is the moment for the
next act of power: Seizing your rapture, recognizing that you are
the only person who can identify your happiness, who can refine
and develop it. Only you have the discernment to know what
tastes good to you so you can spit out the rest and stop wasting
time, money, and your precious life energy on things you don't
really want. Usually we use the word TASTE for frivolous
consumer issues. But taste is about paying attention t o how
things taste – to You!
Consumer culture tells you what to want. Developing your taste
means understanding your pleasure autonomously and taking
responsibility for creating and savoring joy in your life. Do you like
what you are eating? It's your taste. If it doesn't taste good, what
are you eating or doing it for? What's the point of all this work?
O n l y your discernment of your pleasure can guide you to
happiness and help you to withdraw energy from the places that
don't do it for you.
The highest manifestation of power is GRACE. What's possible is
way beyond what we know how to reach for. We have to trust the
unknown, including our own magnificent bodies and brains, and
other people in all their frailty and wonder. Interdependence is a
situation in which both parties are explicitly entrusted with power.
Understanding our capacities, we choose to enter this risk with
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confidence in our generosity, in hope of developing something
precious that we cannot yet imagine.
It would be tedious and pedantic to follow the levels of power
structure rigidly throughout the book. I've showed you how I use
the book in the Appendix: Matrix.

Prescript
There are a lot of words and phrases I avoid, and you can read
why in the Appendix of Platitudes. They include: Healing,
Forgiveness, Respect, Commitment, “If you Love Someone Let
them go”, “Taking Responsibility”, No Expectations, Freedom,
“You Shouldn't Care What Other People Think about You”,
Healthy, Natural, “Choosing Abuse”, CoDependency, Balance,
Self-Love.
I definitely do not have it figured out. But I (and others) have
noticed that losing Duro and other non-extraordinary crucibles of
my life (physical and emotional child abuse, anorexia, emotional/
psychological abuse by four men, political discrimination in my
academic career, building a tango company in a thoroughly maledominated and nationalistic industry) have forged a powerful
person.
What is, I believe, extraordinary are the skills which enabled me to
engage these challenges. First, I had a strong and early education
in the arts and writing, with maestros who most crucially taught
me to trust myself. Second, I was educated as a scientist, which
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imparts a commitment to empiricism even in regard to my own
life. Third, I had a timely encounter with feminism, so that the
wounds could be properly identified. Last, I was raised in a family
of women who loved to work, who showed me how to plow away
at things until they are done.
There are some words that I use a lot: gift, temple, divine, sacred,
creativity. I'm not sure what any of these things mean and I'm
definitely not having any religious hallucinations, but I'm pretty
sure they are worth figuring out.

Action
You always know the next step. You know the most important
thing that needs to be done today, the turning point. The one act
that will clear your path or your heart.
Lose weight is not an act. Get a new job is not an act. These are
processes. They happen one step at a time. What is the first act
you need to take?
It's possible you've been avoiding it. That's the one.
Often, your hand has been on the key. You just need to turn it to
get that door open. Or to lock it.
It may be large, it may be small, laborious or brief. But there is a
reason why it matters. That reason encodes everything about
where you are in your life right now. It contains your yearnings
and your stuckness. The not-doing of it has already or will become
a fog, in which you can stay very busy, without advancing.
If you move this thing today, even a little, you will exult.
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The most crucial – indeed the only powerful element in making
something happen is the decision to do it. That's called intention,
and it's not the same thing as having a “dream”.
Intention is also not the same thing as having the capital or
mastery to do the thing. You'll find those. And they don't do
anything without fierce intentions.
Intention is a decision, a commitment.
After that, you must take the first step.

Projects
It's never necessary to be able to see or chart the whole path in
advance. You only need to start. The first step is always clear.
Once you take it, you will be in a different place, with a different
view of the landscape ahead, and you will be able to see the next
step. Whether the way forward looks clear or foggy today, notice
that you always you have enough information for one step.
This does not mean to barrel along solely for the sake of motion.
What's the goal? Ask yourself. Ask others, especially when they
are frantic. Write it down. Write it on the wall. Write it at the top
of every list. That's your devotion. That's the sunlight which will
reveal and warm and encourage until it is done. It's also the
arbiter which will guide you in decisions and moments of
confusion.
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Desire
You are a unique gift to the world. It is your life's work to find
your gift, develop it, and share it.
How? Respect your yearnings. This is both easy and difficult. It's
easy in that you already have it. It's difficult in that you are living
in a shopping mall of others' ideas of what is desirable.
The shopping mall contains two kinds of products: guilt-shouldnorms (your house should be very clean at all times, etc.…) and
false promises (this cologne will bring you hot and devoted sex,
etc.).
I gravitate to the word 'acid' for describing serious selfquestioning. You need to be a scientist, ready for something to
burn, ready for the truth to burn your hypothesis. Be ready to
burn the self you know. Keep asking questions until the habits
and the masks burn off. And do it again next year. No one else
can do this for you.
This process is so terrifying for most people that the first time it
occurs to them to ask such questions, they seize upon the most
available answer which is “I want to have children.” This answer is
appealing because it promises self-importance, loving
relationships, social approval, moral righteousness, meaning, and
immortality.
But this desire is no more yours than the cologne or the new car
or the immaculate house.
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Your acid must burn through symbolic yearnings too. If I gain this
title, publish this book, receive a diamond ring ... then I will feel
significant, successful, safe, or loved. All of these things can come
in many ways. (Take note that you may already have them, but
without the symbolic accoutrement.) All of them can elude even
the most talented and accomplished people. (Just watch a few
biographies of fabulous folks like Whitney Houston and Jim
Morrison.) And, good scientist, know well that you can be
adorned with all the symbols and experience none of the
sensations.
If you have just started to develop your acid test for true desire, it
will be easier to find your yearnings on a small scale at first. “I
want to drink a hot chocolate with the sun on my face.” “I want
my fingernails to be a certain shade of pink.” You must respect
and honor and feed your true desires, even when they seem
whimsical or unnecessary.
The habit of listening to yourself will draw you toward your gift.
The desire which draws you is a bright magnet, drawing your
attention and energy. It is the most interesting thing on the
planet.

Creativity
I told myself that if I lost Duro, I would go to Europe. I didn't
know what that meant or what it would bring, but I spent the last
of my money on that trip. I rushed into it, expecting to collapse at
any moment. On an airplane from Zurich, headed to Berlin for the
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first time, I wrote: “When your worst fear has happened, then you
are free.” For me the question was what to do with that
unwelcome freedom, having already unshackled myself from my
prestigious career and my home. What came to me, almost
immediately, was to devote myself to creativity.
This didn't come from nowhere. A few years before I had
wondered what to do with a pile of writing that was just not
academic. I created a folder on my compute r called
“Decommodified Writing” and sought to fill it up with things that
had no market value. This receptacle swelled and spawned with
the projects Duro and I created, always about innovative joyful
insight delinked from income.
Clarity that my worst fear had already manifested meant to me
that I was not going to be fearful anymore about mortgages or
money. I managed to sell my house in one of the most desirable
“liveable cities in the US” at the very, very, very bottom of the
housing crash, making something just under $5000. But I had
done a refi and rolled in all my student loans. That $5000 paid off
my credit cards. I stood free, at exactly zero credit and zero debt,
my only fixed responsibility to keep paying the storage bill for my
grandmother's heirlooms, my “inheritance” of Mom's antiques,
and my own curation of 1940s and 1970s vintage furniture. I
recycled all but one box of paper from my 10-year academic
career and gave my entire library to Books for Prisoners.
I had no idea what I meant by 'creativity', other than not trying to
make the sort of things I had sold before – self-censoring
“diversity” classes for disinterested undergraduates and
unreadable journal articles outdated by the time they were
printed.
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It was a decision I didn't know how to implement. Meanwhile I
didn't have much money. And I was living in other people's
spaces, in their ideas of beauty, not my own. What I could afford
was cappuccino and I could take it to a place with a beautiful
view. And I always had a notebook. As the milk comforted me and
the drug surged through my mind, the blank page of the
notebook invited what shards of insight and yearning I could
imagine. I wrote down everything.
I thought I was trying to write a novel, the sequel to one that
Duro and I had written together. I wrote a lot, but I was never
fully committed to doing that without him. But the idea that I was
writing fiction meant that I had characters to work with. I wrote
my chaotic self through them. The idea of a novel gave me a
sense that everything would eventually become a meaningful
story – a story bigger than I could see.
After Europe, I landed in New Zealand, the epicenter of our
disaster, but also a place with soul and very sweet milk. I kept
expecting to collapse to the floor and not be able to get up. I
piped techno music into myself and tried to stay on my feet.
Going to sleep without him was excruciating every night. There
was almost a year when the only thing I looked forward to was
the taste of the cappuccino in the morning. Little did I know the
magic of that elixir.
Now when I go back through the notebooks, I see written boldly
the origins of my brand, my company, my art. And I remember
that when I scrawled these ideas I had no idea of how to get from
there to here.
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As this ritual has proven its worth, it is now my most fundamental
commitment. It is a time-space devoted to creativity, blank and
receptive, with beauty in sight, milky comforting coffee in one
hand, and a pen in the other. I think it's important to do this when
I am at my most energetic and optimistic, as the caffeine first hits
me.
This time-space is absolutely insulated from others' stories. I do
not even glance at any device or do any chore until this period of
the day is spent. To avoid distraction by urgent tasks, I keep a
separate notebook at hand on which I can write them, but they
must stay decisively to the side. Nothing is more urgent than
making time for creativity.
Sometimes the paper remains blank. That's ok. Sometimes I write
prose. Sometimes I consider a dilemma or decision. There are no
rules about what I can bring in or what I think about, except that I
must do so with creativity. In this time I am not allowed to be
anxious or helpless or “realistic”. For at least 20 minutes a day, I
commit to bringing forth my maximum creativity and unknown
capacities. If there are problems, during this time I commit to
addressing them with one very sharp tool, the question “What do
you want?”
To find your deepest creativity, you must practice listening to it
and you must be patient and wait for it.
The notebook must stand ready. That's how you tell yourself
you're serious.
It's a practice to honor creativity and desire, even when you feel
you have none. To wait for it. To sit with it. To trust that it will
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come when it's ready. To keep it company when it doesn't feel
like talking.
You can scribble or you can leave the cap on the pen. Just wait.
And remember: the paper is not the sacred part. Your mind is
what is sacred. On the days when you feel like taking the lid off
the pen, mess up the paper. Dump all your mess on it. Draw a
tangle of arrows, even if you don't have names for the things
they're pointing at. And then spill some coffee on it. And if you
are eating chocolate you can wipe your fingers on the paper too.
Then just put the paper in a safe place where it can ferment and
don't worry about it. Get a new blank one the next day.
Pens! Ballpoints make my handwriting totally illegible. With a
rollerball or a fountain pen, I have a chance. Use a pen you like!
This is definitely something to splurge on.
Be ready to hear your intentions and desires when they appear.
And don't put a lot of pressure on them to be sensible or rational
or have a plan. Just write them down and let them be. Just
receive yourself.

Problems
Moving to Berlin involved an array of logistics and feats of
courage. At the last moment, I foundered on the cockroaches.
Clearly, I could manage anything. But I drew the line at
cockroaches, which resulted in an expensive cycle of problems
with tenants. In truth the operations of the previous weeks were
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far more challenging than pest-management, but I defined
cockroaches as the limit of my power.
Obviously, that was arbitrary, and –did I already mention?–
expensive. Now there's a sign on the wall to remind me that
helplessness is not an option

X

helpless

Like most people, I tend to feel overwhelmed and stuck by my
problems. So, I drag them into creative time-space, where I must
use different tools.
Whatever I see as my limits usually aren't. I can bring creativity to
bear on every problem.
1. What is the solution that I want? (the goal)
2. What resources do I have?
3. Allies? Enemies? People who could help?
4. What have I already tried?
5. Strategy: How can I use my resources to achieve the goal?

I turn each number into an assignment and take them through the
day. Every bus ride or bank queue becomes an opportunity to do
one of my assignments. I don't like typing with my thumbs, so I
carry a small notebook and pen for these assignments.

Understanding the day as a landscape for thinking, I protect my
mind from everything distracting, like forms of transportation
that require my attention, crowded places, and English
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speakers. I choose longer, quieter routes so that I can stay
focused on my notebook.
It's not money or research that solves problems like my ongoing
need for a Pilates machine, it's the decision. This time, on the Day
of Determination, I noticed that my new flat includes an exercise
machine constituted of 100 stairs right outside my door. So I
decided to do it 10 times sequentially every day, which takes
about 25 minutes.
What you need is at hand.

Stuck
I was somewhere in the Pacific, in a car. This was in the time that I
couldn't make eye contact, and my voice wasn't right. David
spoke in desperate love and desire, the way he said everything.
And there was kindness too. “You always have choices.”
They were very hard to see. I had no work visa, I had no job, I had
no money. I was stuck, waiting, with a(nother) man who was
hurting me, and I had no backup, no exit route, no other home.
I didn't exercise the choices until, as has been my pattern in these
situations, my whole organism rebelled in one crystal moment.
Everything stopped. It was too late. I was so damaged that I
spent another precious year of my life (maybe more) recovering.
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That was Survival. Mastery would have been looking for (or
creating) the choices, and faster.

Mastery
Writing a dissertation has got to be one of the most
disempowering activities ever invented. First of all no one will tell
you what it is or how to do it. Then the whole point of the
exercise is to prove that you are adequate, adequate being
defined as capable of finding something New. And you spend
your days in a gauntlet of inadequacy: there is no way you can
read everything and you could be caught out at any moment.
The reason it takes people too long to write dissertations is not
because the work takes that long, it's because so much time is
wasted in self-doubt.
After this experience I could no longer read, and I was finished
with such set-ups. I realized that I was part of a tiny global elite
with the privilege of devoting years to study, that I had
developed fine skills, and that the machinery of shame which
keeps such people obedient would never let me go.
No one was ever going to tell me I was good enough. I had to
make this decision myself. And I realized that the years of
paralysis, sitting at my desk unable to make the next move, were
a form of disassociation – the situation made me unable to
accurately perceive myself.
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I don't want to spend any more time in that sort of paralysis.

The fix has been awkward. In order to get a foothold on the
unsteady ground, I respond forcefully to criticism “hey, it's
good enough actually, and I happen to know it's better than
what most people do.” The perfectionist boys are especially
irritating, they always try to shame the way I do things. I drag
i n concepts to thwart their niggling assaults: “I'm built for
speed.” “I produce a lot because I can triage.”
As soon as I sense myself delaying – the first sign that I feel
inadequate to the next task, I know that the fuel is affirming my
mastery. As a teacher, I observe that when students feel
inadequate I can usually find another situation in which they are
already using the requisite skills so I frame the new problem as an
iteration of the one they have already mastered.

Discipline
We tend to speak of discipline, like balance and kindness, as an
innate aspect of personality. This is a cop-out. 'Character' has two
meanings: One is personal distinctiveness, the tiny quirks which
evolve uniquely. The other is ethical integrity. The latter,
obviously, is developed by will and practice. But much of what we
tend to pass off as personality – “he is always smiling”, “her eyes
are so alive”, even gait and humor – can be cultivated by will.
Will, then, is made of desire plus discipline.
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Discipline is a form of wealth that you can spend, invest, and
share with others when they need help. To build your store of
discipline, you only need to practice, and it does not matter at all
what you practice on. Just choose something new within reach
and do it regularly, on time, and well.
Choose something harder than what you are already doing, and a
little uncomfortable. But not too hard. Don't let yourself fail.
Choose something meaningful. Cleaning the house is too safe.
For many people this is their sole discipline, it becomes an excuse
or an obsession and it doesn't grow.
Another arena of discipline is how you allow the massive yet
precious resource of your brain to be used. It takes discipline to
bar stresses and distractions from the temple of your creativity.
Every time you exercise your will in this way it's like putting
money in the bank to spend on your dreams.
And it's more than that. Every act of discipline is an act of faith in
yourself and your future. Every time you act in sync with your
goals, they become stronger and more serious.
When you falter or doubt, use discipline to take a tiny action
toward your desire. Let your body and will give courage to your
mind.
Freedom, frugality, efficacy, confidence, and courage are fruits of
discipline. Discipline allows you to progress undisturbed by
discouragement, other folks' issues, lethargy, and nightmares.
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Toolbox
15 minutes
When faced with large and intimidating tasks, most people delay,
waiting for a gap that rarely appears on time. Days, weeks, and
months pass with no progress. Looking back, it's easy to see that
one hour per day would have accomplished a great deal over that
unexpectedly long span. But even one hour can be hard to find.
No matter how enormous, complex, difficult, terrifying, or
screwed up a project is, spending 15 minutes on it today will
make a huge difference. It gets you in contact with the reality of
the project. Details are foregrounded in your intellectual
landscape, where you can think about them as you continue the
day. Instead of the whole project being a massive lump, the next
few tasks become tangible and viable. The project moves from a
distant and dusty object into your immediate surroundings. It
moves into conversation with your creativity and energy.
It becomes an object of interest, more able to compete for your
attention with whatever has been keeping you from it.

Shahatalamula
'Shahatalamula' is a word made by Andrea Godshalk for a
category of things we found on our to-do lists – the things carried
from one day's list to another's but never checked off, for weeks
or months. In frustration I asked her “What do these things have
in common? They aren't difficult or time-consuming. Why are they
always left undone?” We scowled pensively at the lists and
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discovered that the long-undone things are the ones which only
affect us. Everything responding to or serving other people
seemed more important.
“Shaha!” she cried out, striking her hand through the air like a
sword. Basta! Enough of that.
And more softly, making circular gestures with both arms,
“Talamula”, coming back, taking care.
Allow yourself to be drawn to the things which no one else will
say is important, or which everyone knows are important, but you
can keep secret the fact that you haven't done. Allow for
afternoons when these are the magnets for your energy.
And ask for help. Sewing and jewelry repair are always on my list.
A Shahatalamula party is when you invite your friends to come
with their mending projects and glue collections and drink porter
(or champagne) and help each other.
The Personal Assistant Game is when you trade hours with a
friend. Your Shahatalamula list always looks easy to someone else.
Playact boss-secretary for an hour or two, then switch the roles.
When you're the boss notice how great it feels to know your
undone things are in motion. What does this sensation free you to
work on?

Shouldguilt
You can keep yourself very busy doing things the way your father
did it – or trying to do the opposite, or whatever your personal
flavor of “being a good person” looks like. Technology can also
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keep you very busy. And you can beat yourself up for not keeping
up with the shoulds.
Mastery is deciding for yourself what needs to be done and what
doesn't really need to be done. And of the things that really do
need to be done, which ones need you to do them, and which
would be a nice job for someone else.
I was doing Pilates in a tiny studio owned by an energetic Danish
woman, who moves faster than any human being I know. One day
I said “Hey dear, why do you clean the studio yourself? You know
you can pay people for that.” It was a revelation to her; she'd
never considered it. Within three days she had hired an
unemployed neighbor.
For me the breakthrough on this happened while skimming Tim
Ferris' much-loved and much-hated book, The 4-Hour Work
Week. He encourages you to identify tasks that you hate and ask
if they actually produce any value, or just suffering. And stop
them. My list of things to stop doing:
•

Filing!

•

Managing iTunes

I also had a revelatory meeting with a real estate agent. She
asked me to describe my lifestyle and passionate desire for
another Craftsman Bungalow. At the end she said “You don't
garden, you don't have pets or kids, and you don't barbecue.
Nothing you mentioned involved a yard, so you'll just have to take
care of it with no benefit. In fact, I don't think you want a house.
You want a condo.” I was on autopilot on things that didn't
actually matter to me.
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My favorite example of this kind of thing is domestic habits.
People create a lot of irrational work and discomfort in the house.
If you use your silverware every day, it won't tarnish. And with the
right detergent, you can even put it in the dishwasher.
I've had several friends who seemed overly concerned with water
on the floor. Puddles can be a problem. Drips are not. It's not a
real issue.
Erect your own shibboleths. I love wooden kitchen counters, and
just remodeled my kitchen with them. It's great to have a huge
surface for cutting, and it's easy to clean up with a metal scraper.
But most people who have wooden counters don't use them,
despite the fact that a replacement in case of really bad damage
(which is hard to do) is about €50 for two meters. I ask my friends
“What are you saving the counter for?”

Benders
It will be never be the most important thing to write a note telling
someone how much you appreciate them, or wrap and package
and slog to the post office to send a gift for no occasion. But try
going on a bender for a week: Thirty minutes a day of gratitude
and generosity to your friends will make you feel rich. As will
repairing things in the house, one a day a week, or one project a
week.

Honor what Is
As a visual artist, I learned to work with the material at hand,
to work through its limitations and peculiarities (and the limits
of my skills for manipulating it!). I learned that making art is a
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collaboration between my visions and the essence of the
materials with which I work. I see problems as situations for
design, drawing on this artistic perspective.
Some problems just aren't. I was consulting for a fabulous
organization. The co-workers complained that there was no
functioning room-reservation system. After spending time
contemplating this problem, I realized that this lack of
administrative bureaucracy was an evocation of the very magic
which gives the organization its gorgeous non-commercial
vibe, even while being a financial success. Reservation clashes
are solved with trays of champagne, improvisation, and
irresistible smiles. Rather than fight the personalistic
administrative mode, I embraced it as part of the brand and
organizational culture.

Debriefing
Every project needs a debriefing…vacations, repairs, dinner
parties, collaborations, relationships… This way you can
acknowledge your power, how you used it, and how you can
use it better. Here's how to do it: First make a list of what was
fabulous, then a list of what was shaky, and finally what to
change for next time.
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Experiments
The hot workflow for innovation in Silicon Valley is to launch
imperfect products, fail as fast as you can, be ready to lose
your investment, pivot to the next iteration. Shouldn't we run
our personal lives with the same refined commitment to
success?
When I have a new idea, my priority is to make a thorough
draft while the concept is still crystalizing. This is the moment
with the most information about why it's important, and how
it's linked with related influences. It's also when I have the
enthusiasm to visualize the whole project.
I usually let projects sit for about 48 hours, to be sure I really want
to do them. Then I make the project real by taking the first step
(buying the url, sending an email…) Then I schedule production
and launch into my next few days, weeks, or months.
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I launched my first youtube channel in about 30 days. Once I had
conceptualized this book, I promptly set aside a month for writing
the first draft.
I have a sense of urgency about the next projects and they are
really more compelling than others' invitations.
Lots of things don't work. This i s discouraging. But I realize that
so many things I made were just a little too early. Now I complete
production, move on, and let them radiate.
The benefit to running experiments, launching and failing fast is
that you speed up the learning process, about yourself and the
world. What do you do well? What do you hate doing? What
resonates with the folks you want to work and play with?
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The experimental mode of action enables you to take your ideas
seriously (and playfully!), practice making stuff, observe their
interactions (rather than dreaming, doubting, or speculating), and
change course without shame.
In 2017 I opened and closed a dance school. I realized that people
took the “ending” a bit too seriously. I wrote the history of my
company on the wall and explained “That was version 11. We're
just moving on to v.12.”

Trust
As a writer, I learned to trust the words that come. I try to get
them exactly, in faith that they have their own wisdom. As an
interviewer this commitment often gets me to the most amazing
moments in a story. The word is often an aperture, but only if you
catch it.
Unfortunately, I often cannot read my handwriting. I have a
collection of well-worn scraps of paper which I keep in hope that
one day the light will be different and I'll be able to extract the
unreadable word.
This same trust applies to dance. There is no time for hesitation.
My partner relies on me to get on with it, or we will be late for the
music. I may be wrong, but I've got to go with what I feel from
him, now.
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Dancing also involves trusting my body, which usually can do
more than I expect.
In 2013 I was invited to occupy an art gallery with my economics
concepts about making and objects. I had 8 hours to compose the
installation. I arrived with a roll of printed texts, a few exemplary
objects and a lot of twine. The gallery provided a ladder and drill.
By the time I had successfully hung the first text it was apparent
that I would not have time for attempting several different
arrangements. I had time to fix each item once. This meant I
would have to be decisive and act without doubting myself – for
more than seven hours. Sustaining trust for that length of time
was both elating and effective. I knew it was one of the best days
of my life.

Chair by maaike.com.au. Bowl unknown.
Gaffa Gallery
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After a long break from what was a familiar task, I gave an
academic lecture in the summer of 2015. For the first time I
deviated from the outline. This is quite dangerous, because I
could break my own logic. I felt myself flying inside of
improvisation. My expertise sustained me as I wove new
connections in the air. I realized that I had danced the lecture.
Trust applies both to what I do, and to how I do it. Increasingly I
trust myself to improvisation. This is nerve-wracking, because I
feel unprepared, and worry that I'm lazy. But every time it means
that what I do is more engaged with the context in which I work.
It's the mastery in my bones and muscles and words that make
the improvisation superlative.
Trust meant that when I got two frightening unexpected bills as I
was finishing writing this book, I kept writing.
Trust thyself: every heart vibrates to that iron string.
Nothing is at last sacred but the integrity of your own
mind. A man should learn to detect and watch that gleam
of light which flashes across his mind from within, more
than the lustre of the firmament of bards and sages…The
power which resides in him is new in nature, and none but
he knows what that is which he can do, nor does he know
until he has tried.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Self-reliance” 1841

Satisfaction
It's not a dramatic word, but this is sort of the crux of it, eh?
We know that money, sex, children, travel, parties, freedom, and
fame may or may not do the trick.
If any of these are doing it for you, that's great! But I won't be
surprised –and you shouldn't be either– if they aren't, or if you
have one or several of these but you're reaching for “when...” or
“if...” or “just...”
And I'm right there with you.
In fact I'm a satisfaction workaholic… I keep inventing daunting
new projects in the belief that another success will make me
whole.
I can draw a map of the territory:
The Gates of Great Expectations. The Mountains of Personal
Ambition. The River of Open Hope. The Forest of Intellect. The
Ravine of Politics, The High Meadow of Romance…
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The math definitely doesn't work. “If X then Y.” Not.
Unfortunately, our own stories often don't work better “what I
really want is… “ Either that thing doesn't exist, or there's a
delivery problem, or by the time it arrives you've moved on.
Worse yet is discovering that there isn't much to want.

I have a page in my notebook titled “What is the money for?”
Underneath is a very short list totaling well under €50,000.

Work
Work is how you honor your intelligence and creativity.
Work is not only a determined autopilot for survival and
procreation, but a way to actualize ideas from our imagination.
Neither imagination alone nor hard work for itself make life
meaningful.
The narrow mechanical things I concern myself with are
inscribed within a larger circle of meaning: they are in the
service of an activity that we recognize as part of a life well
lived...If we follow the traces of our own actions to their
source, they intimate some understanding of the good life.
Matthew Crawford, Shop Class as Soul Craft 2009

The good life may be about ecology, compassionate service, art,
or skateboarding, but it's your most profound principles and
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ideas. This work may or may not happen at your place of
employment, and may or may not be related to your income.
The collaboration between your ethics and your work and your
crystallizes gifts for the world. Your talent is exactly that alchemy.

Meaning
A meaningful life is one in which a person is practicing their
internal vision effectively in the world, so that it is accessible to
others. Your internal vision is your ethic, be it aesthetic or
political.
The action verb for meaning is MANIFEST. This is a private
and personal journey to trust, understand, and operate your
talent to express your ethics.
Satisfaction is the first stage of development which is social. The
action verb is WITNESS. Depending how avant-garde you are
and the resources you have to promote yourself, this may or may
not happen in your lifetime, or ever.
My academic career was rough, but full of treasure. I had the
strange good fortune to perform freakishly well on standardized
tests (even once when blindingly drunk) which opened doors I was
hardly prepared to enter. A truly remarkable series of teachers bit
and unleashed their tongues with fine acumen. The few peers who
I allowed near were each quite extraordinary.
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Then came institutions and industries.
The academy is a machine for disabling the most intellectually
skilled people on the planet, hooking them to Sisyphean tasks.
Eventually I found myself censoring my lectures before a room of
students restlessly checking their cellphones for the next
commercial break while I waited for urgent research to be
released by an arcane scientific gauntlet.
The good money which had appeared in my bank account
seemed to be a payoff for withstanding abuse – from the
students, my peers, and the general public, who found my careful
and uncommon analysis of the economy “biased” and my
courageous and inspired students “manipulated”.
When I was an assistant professor, my office was next door to
Ronny Turner's. He was the most beloved professor on campus.
He had a way to teach clear thinking about social issues with a
mix of humor and character that rapidly and effectively charmed
students to open their perspectives. After 911, as we watched our
country begin a dangerous paroxysm of closure, Ronny took his
own life. I did the math. He had touched more than 10,000
students over his 43 year teaching career. I imagined how painful I
it must have been to perceive the ineffectiveness of such good
work. I stood warned not to attach myself to the idea of “making
a difference” as a teacher.
Instead of going hard at knowledge and good pedagogy in a
rigorous and comprehensive scientific context, I found myself
policing plagiarism, overseeing careerism and credentialism,
angry about patronage, bored with intellectual conversations
contaminated by posing, and making bad products. (Social
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science findings are presented in lengthy journal articles in an
administrative style of writing that even your friends can't bear to
read.)
I took a leave of absence from the academy, and was never
attracted to return.
The paltry cash I began to collect from my dance students
resonated with gratitude and respect.
Now deep Into my second career, I realize that my development
is once again disproportionately focused on teaching, rather than
on my innovative edge – the art. And my company is handicapped
by my failure to be either Argentine or a sexy, bulky man. I make
matters worse with my helpless obsession with ethics. I spend
night after night in rooms of people the majority of whom are
contemptuous of the way in which I dance. I have invested 7 years
into a(nother) rigged game. I am ready to pivot.

Risk
Evel Knievel did not make the distance on his first motorcycle
stunt performance. Many of his jumps failed. But he inspired a
new generation of extreme sports.
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For that disenchanted, disillusioned generation of the
1970s, where you didn’t trust anybody…Along comes this
kid from Butte Montana, who showed us who we were and
who we wanted to be again. We were looking for some
sort of a hero. We had superman and batman. But this guy
was the real thing…He came out of those mountains in a
star-spangled suit and he said “I’m going to face death”.
He opened the door and invited people to buy a ticket to
watch Truth.
Doug Wilson in Being Evel 2015

These days, the more managed world of televisual celebrity stunts
allows for fewer failures. On facebook, we are flooded with
others' successes. But Evel's role in the cultural landscape was not
about success or failure, but daring itself.
I didn't skateboard or surf or motocross, but growing up in
California, Evel was part of my psychic landscape. Periodically, he
would leap into the unknown.
If there’s no risk, it’s not action.
Elizabeth Streb, Born to Fly 2014

Streb is a dancer and choreographer. What does it mean to dance
with life or with a situation? To dance with a problem, a person, or
your life is to dare to express something deep and true in yourself
even if that entails vulnerability.
Many observers coach that if you feel scared, you know you are
doing the right thing. The important part here is not the
resolution to “face your fears”, but the information that this thing
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you are doing matters to you. It gets to something real in your
development, it is part of your path.

Stewardship
Everything you make will need your care. This applies equally to
children, gardens, artworks, businesses, and blogs. This is a
burden. It is also an engagement, a connection.
We have a huge problem with farmer suicides due to
regulatory barriers. But when we build direct relationships
between customers and farmers, they can't kill themselves
because they know someone cares.
Robert Pekin, Food Connect

Animal husbandry and land stewardship are traditions of
integrity. You matter in the world because of the things that
will wither or thrive because of you. Use your power to care for
that which is in your reach. You are a guardian.
I trace the biographies of artists. The more they understood their
own vision and talent, the more lonely they became. Many don't
survive. Grace is honoring your intention, even when it means
being alone, and misunderstood. And not dying. It means being
the guardian and steward of your gift.
And keeping things in perspective. Four incomparable couples
broke up in Buenos Aires that spring: Pablo y Dana, Cristian y
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Carolina, Duro y Vio. When Pedro y Julieta split I thought the
world must actually be coming to an end. I'm still furious at all of
us. None of these couples could be replaced or surpassed. We all
got distracted by things that were thoroughly trivial next to the
beauty and art surging from those unions. Too cocksure, not
understanding the source of our power, we behaved recklessly.
We have all boldly gone on to be less.
It is very important to be able to identify the fact that you have
arrived. Apparently, it's easy to be confused by hallucinations of
problems or dreams.
And: Powerful unions will not be easy. Protect that delicate
bridge with everything you have. Build flying buttresses.

Entrepreneurship
You will probably not “go viral”. We are persistently exposed to
the myth that because this entrepreneur was s o brilliant and his
product was s o clever, he shot to the top and is making money
hand over fist. For every guy like this, there are thousands with
equally good, unseen and unrewarded, ideas. Getting any kind of
press coverage is increasingly difficult, and increasingly
commodified. (I was “interviewed” by a “community” newspaper.
At the end of the session, the “interviewer” told me that if I
bought $1000 of advertising, he'd print the story. He was a
salesman.)
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Almost always, successful people had some kind of help, which is
left out of the “rags to riches” story. Look for help, ask for help,
find ways to let your friends and allies mobilize their resources.
Know that if you have an innovation, you are the expert. None of
your friends and few of your mentors know more about it than
you do. You are not interested in their discouragement, only in
their support. And you have got a perfect job for each one.
“What you could do that would be an amazing help is ...”
“We have spent a lot of money/time building it, now we just need
to market it.” The main thing I've learned about business is not to
do it in this order.
Like most intellectuals and artists, I refused to engage in
marketing for my first several decades of productivity. My
customer service method might be most accurately described as
“rude”, certainly negligent.
Then I got a new exercise machine. And ran out of podcasts. In
my sneakers, preparing for another effective but unstimulating 10
trips up and down the 100 stairs of my flat, I typed “marketing”
into my podcast server. Under the tutelage of Neil Patel and Eric
Siu, and later Andrew Warner, with a sprinkling of Tim Ferriss, I
committed to learn marketing.
The commitment had two dimensions: First, I would not consider
any strategy irrelevant, no matter how unattractive or inapplicable
it might seem. Second, I would implement everything that could
be funded only with my own labor. Now I have built content
upgrades, CTAs, SEO, skyscrapers, keystones, pop-ups, nurture
sequences, pipelines, native commerce, contextual menus,
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responsive layouts, and a chatbot (actually it's not a bot, I answer
it personally). In less than a year, every data indicator has
improved dramatically, some to 30x.
'Marketing' is an unfortunate word. Too many people see it as an
annoying piece of logistics. It has alienated people from a
fundamental dimension of the creative process. To use (and be
alienated from) the word 'marketing' is to suffer a tragic
disassociation between making and sharing.
The issue is this: Who is with you and why?
Of course, if you want to do it alone, because that is satisfying,
then go for it.
If what you are making is something communicative, and you
want people to interact with it, or you want to be witnessed in
your artistry, then the question is how will you let people know
about the opportunity to participate with you.
People want to participate with you. Ok, some people want to.
Those people are your Tribe. You know who they are.
If you have made something for people, it's presumably because
you resonate with their desires or you understand poignantly their
difficulties. Make sure you explain this to them. If your talent and
hard work have innovated a way to get them faster to their
intentions or ease their troubles, show them how you've done
that.
And if, like me, you pathologically insist on making things that no
one thinks they want or need, then you're going to have to get
very, very good at explaining why they do. A task by which you
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should be properly daunted, unless you happen to have at your
disposal the advertising budget of Coca-Cola.
Or get used to doing it alone.

Talent
A meaningful life demands aggressive ascent. Your next feat must
always be both more dramatic and more successful than the last.
Facing her next novel after a bestseller, Elizabeth Gilbert sought
comfort in ancient Greek and Roman conceptions of artists. Their
studios were co-habited by a partner, their muse, who always got
a fair share of the credit and blame for the quality of the artwork.
“But the real problem” happens on Tuesday morning at 11:00
when you don't know if the crowds will ever again shout “Olé”
(Allah) because they believe they've seen god incarnate in your
dance.
To believe in the mystery of talent, and to live with your talent in
gratitude and grace, is to go on dancing.
Your talent is how you see the world, and how you love it. This
way of writing ... coding ... relating … expressing is unique and
divine. Elaborating and explaining it enriches the world and the
lives of everyone you touch.
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Rewards
In this moment of history, we are told that innovation and talent
will be rewarded with financial and social success. Innovations not
so-rewarded are inferior. This is a lie. The world is suffused with
unseen and unrewarded genius. Most obviously because it takes
connections and capital to get seen. And because increasingly
what is rewarded is what is marketed. What is marketable is not
what is truly innovative, but what is already popular.
The first people who made this thing were probably not lauded or
remunerated. Only after their dogged commitment to their
visions did their ideas become subcultural and then popular. And
only at this point do people get celebrated and well-paid.
I’ll tell you about God’s grace: He gave me a gift and
abandoned me to a world that could not understand that
gift.
Niccolò Paganini refusing last rights, as portrayed in
The Devil’s Violinist 2013

Prescience is a curse.
You will need to reward yourself for your gift.
This may be more difficult than finding it in the first place,
because what makes you feel seen and full may be so different
than the images you have received. Watch biographies of your
heroes. You will observe a theme: Fame and money do not satisfy
them. They yearn to be seen on a different level. They are
achingly lonely.
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We tend to assume that if today's remuneration and recognition
don't satisfy, then that which accompanies the next, more
magnificent, accomplishment will do so. This is a black hole.
Underneath where you inscribe your goals, describe any
accessory sensations or rewards you need. This is your contract
with yourself. Keep track. By the time you receive these rewards,
you may well have new goals and aspirations, and it will take
some discipline to enjoy the fullness of accomplishment. No one
can give this feeling to you. Celebrating must be a solemn duty.
You can ask other people to participate. Try to give them clear
instructions.
For me, eating the right flavor of ice cream is a more satisfying
celebration than abundant verbal praise from those who
appreciate my work. I don't understand this, but I must trust it
and seek this precious data.

Exchange
I am suddenly angry with my students, all of them. Twenty years
of students. I'm taking it out on the ones who try to study with
me now. I've bolted the door. Am I punishing the students for the
flood of disappointments – entrepreneurial, romantic, the loss of
dance partners in whom I'd invested?. That's not fair. And indeed
these students' sisters and brothers carried my spirit and
provided for my survival.
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Composer Dirk Flateau finally dared to speak my heart's truth.
“I'm so glad that people come and enjoy our music. I can see that
they have a lot of feelings inside, but they can't communicate it.
This makes me feel like a commodity. But when you danced on
our music, even though you were behind me and I couldn't turn
from the piano, I felt totally different. I woke up in the morning
happy.”
I've always told myself I should be grateful for the chance to teach
and write. To have an audience. To have a space in which I can
iterate and refine what I do. To receive the lovely praise people
give. To know that my teaching has changed lives. But like Dirk,
even when I was well paid, I was still hungry.
Dirk's courage to go beyond the rational platitude of gratitude
helped me understand what's missing. If it was a real exchange,
then I would get what my students get: my life would get bigger
too.

Food
Food is the most universal, gentle, and powerful way I have found
to connect to people, to politics, and to myself. It's an arena that
invites us to be present, to be delighted, to share, to be grateful,
and to play. It's a democratic topic of conversation in which
everyone can participate. It elicits all the things we know we
should be. It's celebration, it's medicine, it's memory.

The Desire Rule
I have been blessed with a series of angels who dragged me from
place to place in my life. One was Rachel Luft. She was the only
person (among a group including more than 5 professional
therapists who earned a lot of money by hanging out with me)
who ever paid enough attention and had the courage to ask if my
parents hit me. She was also the one who said “I think you're
anorexic”.
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I escaped the debilitation of anorexia in a five-year process of
recovery in three phases. The first was Zen meditation which
changed my perception of self from the rolls of fat hanging off a
shameful secret emptiness to a glowing golden ellipse roughly
corresponding to my torso. Not much of a beginning to
personality, but something. The second phase was politics.
Learning about racism and poverty and ecological destruction
jolted me entirely out of my body. Fashion and grooming seemed
like enactments of the self-absorbed elitism which was destroying
everything. The third phase was falling in love with food.
Rachel had a friend, whose name I don't remember, who had a
baby. One day, in the grocery store, the baby reached for a bag
of potato chips. The mother swiftly secured the bag, opened it,
and allowed the baby to grasp his target. “But you can't let
babies eat potato chips!” shrieked Rachel, who had been raised
on local organic food before it had a name.
“My baby will face enough real obstacles to self-fulfillment in this
world… racism, the gender binary, capitalism, nationalism,
consumerism, heterocentrism, war… I'm not going to impose any
arbitrary, fake obstacles.”
“Oh”, said Rachel, who was an expert on how all these things
distort and limit us. And off she went, for the first time, to a
supermarket. Realizing that such a place was, for he,r a world of
limitations associated with gender, class, and race, she decided to
explore all the arbitrary boundaries that had been drawn for her.
I relished the daily reports: “Canned peaches? Delicious! Who
knew?” (We were raised in San Francisco, where there is rarely
any warrant for canned peaches.) She worked steadily through the
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store, exploring pork rinds, cottage cheese, and baked beans.
Then she got to the sweetened cereal aisle. “You have got to try
this stuff! It's delicious!” (I had never had it either, because it was
Not From Europe.)
She would show up at my house for study hall with her 3 liter
Mason jar, the one in which she had formerly stored her homemade sugar-free fat-free granola. Now the jar was full of a “mix”
of her current sweetened cereal favorites: Honeycomb, Golden
Grahams, and Kix. At this point I got involved as a research
collaborator. We tried everything, and argued over the merits of
Captain Crunch versus Frosted Flakes. (We agreed that Frosted
Flakes was a timeless culinary masterpiece, but thereafter our
tastes diverged.)
I finally settled down with Frosted Shredded Wheat and Dreyer's
fluffy Rocky Road ice cream. While Rachel continued through Fruit
Loops and Lucky Charms, we started making theory.
1. You can eat anything you want, as long as you really really
want it.
2. If you don't have it, go get it. Don't eat something else.
3. Don't try to satisfy yourself with the “low-fat” version.
You will eat less and be satisfied sooner if if you eat the
thing you really really want.
4. Stop eating when you don't really want any more. (I
learned this when I dropped the third bowl of ice cream
on my foot.)
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I ate that ice cream for breakfast, lunch, and dinner, for two or
three months. I lost 15 pounds. Then I started craving salads. I
haven't set foot in a supermarket for a decade, but the staples of
my diet are pan-roasted kale and [now home-made] ice cream.
This system works. I'm not the only one to promote it. Often we
eat on regulatory or punitive or prescribed cycles, autopilot or
anxiety about scarcity.
If you want to trust this system, it takes as much discipline as
good shopping, spoon-choosing, and staring at a blank notebook
instead of facebook.
Don't eat because it's there, or because someone cooked it for
you, or because you're angry or sad or lonely or because you did
a good job at something. Eat in joy, never despair. Make sure the
desire is really for the food, not for other things which will never
be satiated by chewing.
I avoid eating from (or serving) plates of food, because I lose track
of whether I want the next bite. I prefer to put shared platters on
the table so each person assembles bites from the ingredients.
This helps to keep us in touch with desire. And it's intimate. And
emboldens people to eat with their hands! And feed each other!
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Quality
Low quality food has no flavor and will never satisfy you. This is a
trick to get you to buy and eat more of it. (And a trick to get you
sick so you need pharmaceuticals, but that's another book.)
Restaurants are serving the lowest quality ingredients they can
get, at a higher price than what you would pay in the most
expensive market in town, pumped up with flavor enhancers that
cause you to overeat.
If you are hungry, march into the most expensive gourmet market
at hand. Buy one high-quality lower-processed food that you
really like which can be eaten out of hand. Cheese and salami are
excellent, satisfying meals, especially when paired with an apple,
raw fennel bulb, or head of chicory or radicchio. You may even
have some left over for later, all for less money than the cost of
the cheapest restaurant meal.

Fat
Is the stuff in food that tells you when you're satisfied.
If you want to eat less, eat a mix of high-fat foods that satisfy you
and vegetables that give you nutrients and fiber.

Vegetables
I am not a raw-food advocate. Nevertheless, learning to enjoy raw
vegetables means I can pack my lunch in seconds, get a snack for
less than 2 $/€/£ in less than 2 minutes, eat it while walking
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without making a mess, and satisfy my hunger for several hours in
a way that's excellent for nutrition, brain function, weight, and
digestion. No need to chop it up or make salad. I carry a small tin
of tasty Maldon sea salt in my bag, but I notice that high-quality
vegetables taste great all by themselves.
I listen to my friends talk about “colds”. They seem to get them
all the time. I notice these people do not eat anywhere near the
quantity of vegetables that I eat.

Protein
The body and brain need protein. Every three hours.
I am amazed at the reduction of fatigue, anxiety, psycho-somatic
reactions, and bad moods if I just hit my system with protein
regularly throughout the day. It takes effect in 20 minutes.
Meat is not the only source of protein. The most accessible form
of protein is dairy products. I carry protein powder which I dump
into juice or lemonade or yogurt or cappuccinos, or just water.
(There are lots of varieties of protein powder, including non-soy,
vegan, sugar-free, gluten-free etc. etc.)

Farmers
Pesticides, herbicides, and agricultural petrochemicals are toxic to
ecosystems and humans. They are poorly regulated. Carcinogenic
chemicals banned for use in first world countries are produced
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there for sale to third world countries whose produce is then reimported to the first world…
Agricultural petrochemicals and the biotech seeds engineered to
withstand them should be heavily taxed or banned since they
serve no purpose other than to turn natural abundance into
profitable scarcity. Instead farmers who don't want to use
industrial agricultural inputs are harassed by biotech companies
and must pay for costly “organic”/”bio” certification.
Agriculture was the first science, and traditional farming is a noble
ecological practice. Farmers committed to stewardship and
animal husbandry need our support to maintain their land and
knowledge. We should be happy to pay the real price of food
grown with integrity. We should be honored to be part of
sustainable and fair local farming systems.
Artisan cheesemakers, vintners, and charcuterie producers
maintain long traditions of ferment, a key element of ecological
food systems and nutrition.
Big stores won't deal with small-batch producers because they
need high quantity. To find high quality, do your shopping in
small, independent stores who have the time and interest in doing
business with small-scale producers.
Exchanges with farmers and artisan producers support ecological
and economic systems with integrity. These are meaningful to
participate in, and a graceful use of your money. I spend an
inordinate amount of my “leisure” time shopping for food. Almost
everything I eat comes from a different store or market. Each
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ingredient is carefully chosen, and most have a story, whether the
producer's or my own.

Ritual
In a beautiful article which started as a report on traditional Indian
wedding cuisine, a journalist discovers the bond which makes her
parents' arranged marriage work.
“Marriage is a lifelong undertaking to eat together.”
Chitrita Banerji, “A Shared Plate”
Gourmet November 2005

I sought connection through scholarship, then through politics,
and finally through dance. But the only place I have ever found it
is in the kitchen. Usually standing up.
Andrea invented the ice cream ritual when she lived with us in
Boston. We kept the freezer stocked with at least five kinds of ice
cream and every day in the late afternoon gathered around the
kitchen island with an array of spoons and open cardboard pints.
In turn we each shared an accomplishment and chose the flavor of
ice cream that felt like just the right celebration. Sometimes the
others all joined in on the same flavor, and other times left the
victor to it, celebrating with their own flavor.
At a closing party to a workshop, the participants asked me what I
wanted to eat. True to form, I shrieked “ice cream!” and they
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conscientiously procured 10 flavors from the two best local shops.
I didn't expect a sit-down party, but when they did gather around
the dining table, I promptly confiscated the bowls and imposed
Andrea's ritual. I expected trite gratitude for the experiences of
the weekend, but instead heard prayers for the health of family
members and tears of love between longtime couples.
Feed people and see what happens.

Cooking
The first time I taught a really big lecture-class of 500 students I
was so high afterwards I didn't know what to do with myself. It
was such a massive accomplishment. I tried going out to a fancy
dinner. It didn't feel like enough celebration. The next week I
tried drinking a series of fancy cocktails with my friends. The third
week I went dancing. The fourth week I found myself in the
kitchen and I discovered that cooking for myself somehow felt
better than every symbolic form of celebration I knew to try.
Cooking for yourself, making exactly what you want, with no
compromises for other people's tastes or needs or timing is a
place of great comfort and receiving: you may be delighted by
flavor, by gadgets, by food science, or even by cleaning up
afterwards. Whatever turns out to be your favorite element,
cooking is the easiest way to touch your intuition and desire and
to develop your most personal taste.
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Figuring out what you want to eat and making it for yourself is the
kind of care we yearn for from family and lovers. If you do this for
yourself, you will feel loved. You will also find sensual pleasures in
texture, taste, touch, smell. Don't wait for pleasure. Surround
yourself with the sensuality that is so easily at hand just down the
hall, in your kitchen.
Cooking with friends and loves is a most beautiful form of
communion.
Duro and I tried Jim Lahey's elegant “No-Knead Bread” technique
on one of our early dates, and it became a ritual for the duration
of our relationship. We even made the bread as we moved from
Los Angeles to Boston, rising in the car and baking when we
arrived in Salt Lake City. Attention to the rhythm of this 24-hour
ritual, including the celebration of the first hot butter-soaked
bites, and a shared awareness of the moment to begin it again. I
think it was a way of making love.
The idea that it doesn't matter what you eat is disbelief in your
own involvement with the economy and ecology around you. It is
a failure to care tenderly for this miraculous vulnerable body
which sustains your consciousness. And, most seriously, it is an
abandonment of very real possibilities for joy.

You are allowed to like white chocolate.

The Future
Your life energy is precious. You wonder about spending it
developing products that will be obsolete in six months, or are
never seen. You notice that some people and situations drain your
energy.
Dare to let yourself like and dislike autonomously. I don't like
parties (unless I'm working or dancing the whole time) or bicycles
(unless I'm going very slowly).
Observe what makes you feel whole, alive, meaningful, and met.
Where does the exchange work? The answers to these questions
may not seem rational. That's not important. Use the data of your
life to guide you to what sparks and what works.
A courageous, self-actualized life is not a road paved by
conventions or corporations, taking you to the most popular,
convenient, or lucrative places. It is a faint jungle trail to wonders
better than your imagination. This trail is marked by cairns and
accompanied by a guide rope. It is you who builds the delicate
cairns to confirm that you are on the right path. It is you who ties
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the knots in the rope to stabilize yourself on the steeps and in the
mist. Don't be sloppy in these tasks.

Word
In the midst of anorexia and depression I often did not keep
appointments, especially social ones, where I doubted I would be
missed.
Typically, I cancelled a lunch date with my friend Sam Assefa. He
wanted me to meet his baby, and later attend a service at the
unorthodox Grace Cathedral. A few months later, the baby died. I
had missed, for no good reason whatsoever, the chance to
witness a crucial part of my friend's life. I never saw him again.
And I never casually cancelled (or casually made) another social
engagement.
Sam wasn't a close friend, and I think babies are a bit overhyped. I
don't know how much it mattered that I appear, but I know that
his life changed and I didn't get to be part of it. The real story
here is about drawing a line with myself about my behavior. For
me the engagement had been inconsequential, but not for others.
Afterwards, I embraced the task of committing to something that
I couldn't see or feel. This boundary was a levee against the
destructiveness of my self-indulgence (including the selfindulgence of insecurity and self-doubt). No matter how shitty I
felt, I would never let someone else down because of it. I would
never assume that I didn't matter.
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This decision had unintended effects. It began to establish
integrity, which became part of a future self I didn't know yet.
Your intentions and your words are the knots between the ropes
of your life. And others may rely on them too.
Take your words seriously, and take yourself seriously. If you
throw your words around, you devalue yourself, and invite others
not to take you seriously.

Intention
Your word should be a solemn bond with the people in your life.
Your intentions are your bond with yourself.
You may be surprised about the power of your intentions. But
only if you start to be serious with them.
You may not know how to get there, but when you state a real
intention, you promise yourself that you are going to try to figure
it out. Obviously you can't do this with a whole bunch of things.
That's the difference between intentions and attractions.
You can't throw intentions around “I'd like to do that!” Such
“casual” intensity, with eyes, touch, and enthusiasm feels
authentic and present – and it scatters a shrapnel of broken
promises around you.
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As an activist I become wise to people who come up to me full of
enthusiasm: “yeah, I want to participate”. I am sad when there is
no real intention behind their words because they let themselves
down more than me. Intention is about focusing your desire, at
minimum. Also your energy, money, and time.
My dear friend Aimée gave me a birthday card with a target.

Might as well

AIM.
All those calories go somewhere. We are energy machines.
Especially the brain. And heart.
We dissipate a lot of energy in fear and doubt. Mantras and
affirmations are a way of trying to hold on to the energy. It's
important to aim at the result you want, not at the hurdle. The
trajectory flies much higher and past that. Visualize yourself
alighting on the other side.
If you observe very carefully, you can already see the force of
your intentions. You can see that you already chose. You took
certain risks. You checked out. You stepped back. You prioritized.
You very well may not have felt powerful at that time. And that's
why such observation can be painful. You are where you are
because you chose. Next time, buckle up and do it with conscious
power.
It is not necessary to know how to manifest your intentions. The
important thing is to be clear about what you want. Watch for
opportunities that match, stop doing things that go in the other
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direction, and bring more and more of your action consistent with
your intentions.
We have a chandelier in the Festung Berlin, copied from artist
Ingo Maurer. In place of crystals hang pieces of paper. We invite
our friends to inscribe their intentions and entrust them to this
flying temple, protected by our Fasthold from all that could
discourage them. We always say “you don't have to know yet
how you'll manifest them, just start by putting them here.”

In the center of the temple hang my intentions moved from altar
to altar as I stepped into the darkness. “Move to Europe”...“Find
another studio like the one in Venice”...“Build a Crew of Dancers”
… Their wisdom radiates to the newcomers … “We are looking
for the most ambitious dancers in the world, all levels.”
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It's good to have an idea where you want to go. Know too that
the universe may have bigger plans for you. Your intentions may
not yet be in sync with your talent. Especially in painful parts of
your life, you could dream too small.
This brings me to Charlie Hilton. She rented a room from me in
Venice, close enough to ride her bike to work at a graphic design
firm where everyone walked out the door onto the sand and went
surfing at lunch. One day she quit this stupendously enviable job.
“I want to express myself more.” I was sure that this was possibly
the worst decision I had ever witnessed. She started reading
“gigs” on Craigslist, where she found a listing for a personal
assistant to a wealthy entrepreneur who lived on a sailboat. She is
still madly in love with her husband, and he helped her build her
band, Blouse.
There is some subtle location where bold courage and receptive
wonder convene to build your future.
As helpfully explained by Hermann Hesse in Siddhartha,
Buddhists believe that enlightenment is within our reach at every
moment. Charlie Hilton's lesson is that happiness is too.
Struggling for an “answer” to my restless international search –
for the right flavor of masculinity? … for Duro II? … for a city that
felt like home? I wandered down a one-block street toward the
end of a disappointing vacation in Europe. Tango showed me how
perfectly connected two people could be. But it ended after the
dancing. Something landed on me on Erdmannstraße. The idea of
finding this level of connection in a relationship, in life. I wrote to
Roberto to tell him I'd spend my Istanbul week with him in Berlin.
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We cannot know what awaits us, but we must trust our intentions
as if they are the icy guideropes in a blinding storm.

Transaction
The economy is not part of nature. It is a social and political
institution, constituted through a mix of law and culture. Most
crucially, it is the structure through which we exchange energy to
meet our needs and share our productivity.
Every transaction carries ecological impact, human work, and
social intention. You can build transactions which care for these
aspects of life and objects.
Every purchase, every business deal, every repair, every
education or health session, every shared meal is an exchange of
energy. Some of that energy is encoded in money. Much of the
energy takes the form of time, attention, communication,
consideration, patience. You decide whether and how to
exchange your energy, and to what ends.
Pay attention to how each transaction feels. I use the term
“abundant exchanges” to describe the transactions I want – those
in which both parties feel they got more than they gave. I choose
them. I design them. I step away from transactions that feel
scarce. I avoid transactions in which I feel helpless as to the terms
or timing. I walk away and find another way to get the thing done.
I would rather go without the thing than get it through an
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unpleasant exchange. I want to feel fully engaged and
enthusiastic about the money, time, and people I exchange with.

Story
We need to tell stories about our life to make sense of ourselves,
and other people are curious. To save time, and by narrative
necessity, no story includes all the data.
All constructed truths are made possible by powerful 'lies'
of exclusion.
Clifford and Marcus, “Writing Culture” 1986

It is your story to tell. And you can tell it, and any part of it, any
way you want. It's going to affect you more than anyone else,
anyway. You can talk about the pain, or you can focus on the
sweet parts. The story can be about a disaster or a hidden door. It
can make a doorway for you.
For about two years after moving to Berlin I couldn't let go of my
flat in Sydney. There was nothing I liked about Sydney, where I
had landed in some kind of botched escape. But I loved the flat,
with its ornate ceilings and glowing golden light. I called it “Paris
in Glebe” (after the neighborhood). I held on from Berlin; my
friends played rental agent. The first year we had good luck. Then
a nefarious tenant refused to pay the rent and rapidly wiped out
my savings. It wasn't the first time that my inability to give up my
home while moving to a new city got very, very expensive.
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I had to leap, knowing that all my efforts at rationality while in
Berlin had not done any good. I needed a story and I needed it
fast. I needed a suspension bridge to cross this deep, cruel, and
sudden canyon (carved thought it might be by the river of my
energy).
When the news came, I found myself in Paris, just an overnight
train ride from my new home. Dumbly, I formed the words, “I
have Paris now. I don't need Paris in Glebe.” Chapter one. But the
flat had to be emptied of the things I had so frugally assembled to
create a throne-room to writing and my first professional studio.
How could I let go? Chapter two: Sydney was never my home
(and couldn't be for reasons best summarized in Australian as “tall
poppy syndrome”) but I received many gifts there. Letting go
would be about giving back to the people who had been so
generous with me. Instead of trying to sell my things I offered
everything for free to my friends and colleagues.
Chapter three was that I couldn't cover the losses. My dear
student and ex-boyfriend Nick offered to do that. This is
uncomfortable. And I know that such discomfort can cause
emotional gaps which I did not want to introduce. I decided to
call that money his payment for the free training and status he
gained from me during our relationship.
These stories didn't make it easy. I'm still in shock when I realize
that flat isn't mine any more. For that matter, I feel more about
every home and painting I've lost than I do for most of the lovers
who've passed through my heart.
But Duro and I counted our way to six homes together before we
got lost.
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My most precious story is of our radiant partnership. I feel that to
“let go” would defile this precious gift which not only fed us, but
so many other people too.
I tell the story all the time. To keep it alive – and as advertising. I
want to illustrate what's possible, hoping to inspire someone
fabulous to join me in round two. The only way to honor it is to
surpass it: “Having paid this highest price, I must now find for
what some deep part of me was willing to pay.” This story stops
me from settling, stepping back. It keeps me restlessly searching
for projects worthy of us, hurtling myself at the grandest things I
can imagine.
“Will you do me a favor and Stop Telling The Story. You've been
telling it for 5 years. You're stuck. Try not telling it, just for one
month.” Silke Radde is a dear friend. She witnessed the whole
tragedy – while nursing her own dreams of love through many
critical injuries.
I agreed. Almost exactly one month later, someone stepped into
my life. I kept my mouth shut. My “prayer for a co-chef” was
answered for a while.
The most powerful story I've ever told is about my family.
I knew the details for a long time, but I didn't write the synopsis
until recently: I WAS AN UNWANTED CHILD.
Some people respond to this recognition with alarm: "That's a
terrible thing to say!". But it makes me feel less confused by their
lack of love. I am no longer blaming myself, or believing I can win
their pride, or hoping for their support, or even trying to have a
relationship with them.
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Putting the details in these terms changes everything. It helps me
understand my parents' limits with me and their lack of interest in
me as a person.
I don't think parenting is easy or obvious to anyone, but my
parents did not invite a being into their world and took no
interest in parenting. And I can't teach them. Anything not driven
by heartfelt desire is not going to go well.
My mother, against her intentions, bonded with me involuntarily
through the glass window into the nursery, and was then
enslaved. The attachment was forced on her by biochemical
programming.
I was an intrusion. No matter how wonderful I was, I was always
an uninvited guest who refuses to leave, or leaves and comes
back disruptively, with small objects strewn behind.
My parents tell themselves they should feel and be something
they did not choose and they never get there.
I have written to them and formally released them from
responsibility.
This story has also helped me find gratitude for what they did do
for me. I see their efforts now as quite generous – under the
circumstances of foreign invasion. Albeit for her own reasons, my
mother delivered to me an extraordinary cultural and institutional
education, for which I am grateful every day.
I feel free of them now and the support they never gave can no
longer be counted as a loss.
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I was an unwanted child. And I am not the only one.
While we construct the stories that sooth the pain of the past or
stimulate hope for the future, we need to also honor the
exclusions. This is self-interest: Your relationship to the point
source may change over time. What you are trying to explain
could change. It's necessary to keep the untold parts around,
somewhere, in case you need the alternate truths they bear about
who you were.

Paradigms
As an avant-garde person I recognize the value of subcultures
who nurture wisps of personality until they can become strong,
articulate, and expressive.
Subcultures are at first liberating. Then they become addictive.
Finally they are limiting.
According to Thomas Kuhn, author of The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions, paradigms determine the questions worth asking,
what counts as an answer, and the methods you are allowed to
use for study.
Development is a lifelong process of paradigm shifting. It means
that after mastering the rules and expressing something in one
context, you will eventually see its limits. Breaking out of the
paradigm is frightening, because people tell you that it's wrong to
leave and that you won't have a good time.
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You will always belong. And you will need more.
Try not to stay late, so that you leave with good feelings. The
subcultures you've been part of are homes, places of comfort you
can return to as your journey unfolds.

Character
The only coach I can tolerate is Danielle LaPorte, blogger and
author of The Desire Map. In her post, “Mavens. Connectors.
Visionaries. Promoters. Identifiers. Which are you?”, she
encourages entrepreneurs to identify their strongest role.
I don't think her list is exhaustive. I combine her question with
a game I've been playing for a few decades, “The Mythical
Character Game”. It's great for dinner parties of all kinds, even
professional ones. It helps people get to know each other, and
is a humorous ongoing thread between dear friends. The idea
of the game is to identify the character from myth, fiction, or
fantasy which captures the essence of each person. It's a
collaborative game, in which everyone at the table cooperates
on one person at once.
“I think you're Athena, because you're a fearless, graceful
warrior.”
“But you forget the part where I am always collapsing and
talking about love, like Lilu in The Fifth Element.”
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“No, no, I disagree with you guys. I think she's a dragon.
Fierce, loyal, but no idea of her power. She wakes up in the
morning, has a stretch, opens her eyes, and wonders why
everything is on fire.”
“I can't be a dragon. Dragons are solitary. I hate being alone.”
“That's not true. Dragons like to snuggle.”
“Really? Which dragons? Maybe we need a specific dragon.”
“I think she's a Vulcan, from Star Trek. Always focused and
intellectual, no patience with small talk.”
“A half-human Vulcan, fighting her emotions. Everyone is
confused when she needs affection or falls apart… Yeah, I think
Lilu is closer than the dragon.”
This game is fun, and very useful. I use it to warn people about
Lilu's vulnerabilities before they have a chance to develop a
relationship to Athena which doesn't work for me.
You can play by yourself. It's a bit lighter than working with Carl
Jung's or Joseph Campbell's archetypes. You can play versions of
the game to identify your higher self (at your best), your lower self
(at your worst), and your aspirational self. Do you want to be a
princess or a priestess? Sam Spade or Luke Skywalker?
Your character, once you and your friends figure it out, may help
you think of your weaknesses with more compassion and humor.
It may enable you to talk about your strengths and aspirations
more openly. It may help you identify or focus your vocation.
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There are women whose gift is to seize control over the emotional
landscape in their immediate vicinity and relentlessly lift others
up.
The first I met was Mya. In a room of ten awkward people she
could feel where each person wavered and she would generate a
task that drew them to a confident place. She could do this
without turning or looking up from the skillet. A fairy.
My friend Mona Isabelle knows her character. Humbly she calls it
“host”. Officially she's an event promoter. She will quickly tell you
“I don't like to be the artist or the star, I just like to welcome
people.” But what she actually does is generate so much
emotional delight that she infuses very big rooms full of people
with a radiance as palpable as the lighting. No one dares to mope
or suffer in her presence. She restructures every conflict into a
celebration. She responds to problems with creative redesign
better than what we were trying to do before. I am a very fast
person. Mona makes these transformations at a speed that takes
my breath away. An angel.
Clarity about their role and character is part of why these women
are so resolute in their interventions, and why their love is so
powerful.

Names
Ursula K. LeGuin is a feminist science-fiction author. In her essay
“The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction” she constructs an
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anthropology of story: stories have conflicts, action, a hero,
weapons, hunters. Gathering, on the other hand, doesn't make
for good stories. She notes however, that gathering also requires
technology. It would be very difficult without a bag. So she tries
to write stories about bags, vessels, containers…
Thanks to LeGuin, I noticed out of the corner of my eye when I
stopped carrying a computer bag and started carrying a shoe
bag. My life was changing.
LeGuin's most famous writing is a “fantasy” series about a place
called Earthsea, guarded by sorcerers and dragons. The doing of
magic in this place depends primarily on the acumen to discover
the “true names” of people and things.
As if I don't already have enough names, I decided that I need a
name for my higher self, the priestess who can move people
without their being able yet to articulate what they need. This
turns out to be my long-lost feminine, and my wavering
confidence, and grace.
I've also been searching for a name for the part of me who is in
charge of doing the Shahatalamula. Shahatalamula is an action
with regard to lists of objects, but as of yet no subject – no actor.
I decided that I could create a name for the part of me who's
going to take care of this stuff. Definitely he's a dragon: loyal,
powerful, effective. At first I thought naming the Dragon couldn't
be too difficult. But it took longer than usual for things like this,
until I realized he is hard to name because I have really not met
this aspect of myself. I don't know what it would be like to
dispatch this stuff well.
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Then I realized that it's my Husband who is supposed to take care
of that stuff. So long as I am waiting around for him, I'm quite
resistant to doing it myself. Naming a dragon who is also my
Husband became a fascinating meditation on the unfitness of,
well, every man I've ever wanted.
The meaning of LeGuin's smoldering idea of “magic” combusts to
full flame. The work to name things reveals their true nature. This
knowledge gives us power over those things and over our
experience with them.
I named my dragon after the best Husband I know.
Two days later he organized all the boring and out-of-control files
in my computer, all of the uninteresting ones. One of the thing he
did was rename the folders:

Financial  Treasure
Leases  Sites

Visas  Titles
Infrastructure  Gates

Birthdays
Every year, starting at least two weeks before my birthday, I
prepare my gifts for myself. There are always four gifts.
I choose some aspect of myself that I've had enough of and want
to leave behind. I choose something new that I am finally ready to
bring into my life. I choose something that I will hold on to as I
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get older. And I buy myself something fabulous, lasting, and
memorable.
The most important gifts are the ones you give yourself. The
fourth gift is the proof of this point, lest you are waiting for a
delivery.

Taste
Taste is not frivolous. It is not about shopping and consumption.
It's the place where your desires and needs surface.
We don't know where taste comes from… No one can
teach you.
Pierre Bergé in Yves Saint-Laurent 2014

When you start to feel life is totally impossible, try to figure out
what would taste good. Feeding yourself affirms your life,
nurtures your Survival. Going and getting that thing affirms
your capacity for effective action, Mastery. Receiving and
honoring the spark of desire who cried “citrus rum cake!” or
“ceviché!” or “rare steak sandwich” is to respect the wellspring
which is also your Talent. Getting your ass to the store and then
putting it on a beautiful plate is action to take responsibility for
your own happiness, right now.
Taste is knowing what makes you happy, whole, and home.
Every decision you make is an exercise in developing your taste.
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Knowing your taste creates opportunities for meeting it.
After some urging by Neil Patel and Eric Siu, the teachers of
Marketing School, I lurched at yet another promotion channel,
Pinterest. I uploaded cool images and pinned away on the sort of
clothing I think would make Argentine Tango more hip. Somehow
Polly Wales fine jewelery made it into Pinterest's suggestions to
me and I fell in love with her unusual presentation of delicacy in
roughness. Some months later, leaving a thrift store in Malmö, I
casually peered into the locked vitrine, where I spotted a ring
evoking Wales' style. That €10 indulgence was seriously satisfying,
as I knew it would be.
Taste is a thread. I wrote a blog post called “my life in ice cream”,
realizing that in every city I've lived I had a different favorite flavor
of ice cream, one which spoke to me at that time. Now that I have
an ice cream maker, I remake the ice creams of my history, trying
to get each one just right. This is really much more meaningful
than using a cookbook. (Love & respect to Judy Rodgers, Ruth
Rogers & Rose Gray, and David Lebovitz.)
I had the luck to dine at Falai several times. It's now closed. This is
a restaurant so saturated with intention that you want to eat
everything, including the chandeliers. In fact, you can taste them
already, as the marble counter chills your skin to just the right
temperature. Those were the original Moder linear chandeliers,
now ubiquitously knocked off in snazzy boutiques.
I had to have one, so I built one. First I hung out at an electricians
shop to learn about wiring halogen lamps. Then I thought I could
outdo the original by incorporating a linear element with more
personality. I used a mysterious piece of a jet procured from
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Norton Sales, one of Los Angeles' delightful aerospace salvage
shops.
It's not only about being able to have a version of something
luxurious. It's also about letting your light out.
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Beauty
My mother's job included dressing one woman all the way to the
list of the “10 best dressed women in the world”. She was often
away in Europe shopping for her clients at the couture shows. I
remember paging through Vogue a n d W Magazine, as she
assessed each ensemble: “Great shoe. Has nothing to do with the
dress.” … “Fabulous!”… “Nothing. [With a swirl of the hand.] This
is nothing. Nothing.” … “LOOK at that bag! The color! That man
is a genius!” … “Boring!” ... With this training, I developed an
instant, dichotomous aesthetic judgement. My taste and my
mother's have little in common, but I have what is called “eye”.
She wore Yves Saint-Laurent suits and stilettos every day. With
her support, I dove into fashion in my early teens. My elite girls'
school required uniforms, but when outside of school I was
wearing extreme shoulder pads, leather skirts, deep v-necks, and
dramatic stilettos. The result is that I was labelled a “slut” by my
schoolmates' parents, which was totally bewildering. I was striving
to embody the highest ethics I knew (haute couture), and was
accused of the opposite.
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When my high-society peers cast me out according to the
schedule ordained by the Social Register, the only available
explanation offered by my moral framework was that my beauty
was inadequate. My dichotomous eye sprang to the service of
anorexia. In college, I would not leave my dorm room unless I
could get myself into the “good” zone. I believed that going
outside with a “bad”/fat look was a burden on others' eyes.
From a very young age, choosing, ejecting, and arranging things
gave me peace and pleasure. While my body was a confusing
battlefield of shape and others' judgments, my space was
absolute expression, and sovereign. (Little wonder, then, that the
most gutting conflicts I've had with lovers and friends have been
about décor. Moving a piece of furniture can trigger my most
intense emotional reactions.)
I don't bring anything into the house that isn't beautiful. I'm
intolerant of detritus. Aside from studied bohemian moments, I
don't leave things lying around. I don't wear or keep clothes I
don't look and feel great in. I have an extremely streamlined
primping process (faster than most men) but I never ever ever go
out (or hang out, even alone) in the equivalent of “hair in a
ponytail”. I buy vintage silver plate cutlery and eat with it
everyday. .
This is often misunderstood. Leftist friends call me bourgeois. The
clutter-loving Germans accuse me of “wanting my house to look
like it's in a magazine”. Boyfriends [whose days are numbered] tell
me that they don't pay attention to clothing.
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Space
My most recent remodel was subject to some sort of democratic
processes as well as the opinions of a stream of visitors. For the
first time I had to defend my minimalist aesthetic against the
berm of unused objects and mementos that Germans find “cozy”
and “stimulating”.
My spaces are all workshops. They need large, empty tables and
workbenches to receive projects. They need comfortable swivelchairs to think in. They need blank walls which do not distract my
thoughts and are ready to be pressed into service as drawing
boards.
The kitchen must be ready to receive a storm of vegetables, with
seating to keep close the people who don't like to cook. The
dining table must be large enough to contain a manuscript
chopped into paragraphs. Dining chairs must support three hour
meals and conversations without provoking people to seek a
couch.
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What are your spaces for? What do you want to happen in them?
My rooms must have a mix of lamps, and dimmers on the
overhead lighting. In Berlin, perhaps in an attempt to improve the
mood, there seems to be a massive subsidy program to keep the
price of candles very low. Candles aren't just for eating dinner
with guests, they are for every dinner, some breakfasts, and for
cooking too.
What makes a room sweet and happy for you?
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Any household objects I must look at are required to be
gorgeous. This means that the functional objects used every day
are the most expensive things in the house: the kettle, the dish
drainer, the skillets, my pen, my desk chair. It often takes months (
occasionally years) to find the right ones.
What do you want to touch?
Some people are sensitive to audio noise. I grew up with trucks
cranking up the steepest block of Buchanan Street all night, so I
don't hear urban noise anymore. Instead, I am sensitive to visual
noise. My theory of “decorating” is to make most things invisible
so that I only see beautiful things. If the plates must be in view,
then they are all white and they must stack. Everything hodgepodge and the few plastic items in the kitchen are kept out of
view. Books are too chaotic for my eyes. They are kept in closets.
What makes your space feel serene?
Master your environment so that it is intentional and pleasing to
you. Dare to prioritize, express, and spend time and energy to
make a place that feels and looks good to you.
When away from home, don't hesitate to rearrange the furniture
so you are comfortable and have a good view. If the side of the
bed is against the wall, lean there and check if the view is better
than from the headboard. Typically in restaurants, I ask for a table
where we can sit next to one another rather than across. It's
better for conversing and sharing food. Or I just put one chair to
the side.
If you feel stuck, move something.
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If your space is haphazard or full of leftovers, your career and
relationships are likely the same. Always mastery is about
intention. If you do not pursue, develop, and rarefy your
intentions, you will live in others' detritus – primarily your parents'
and advertising companies'.

Daily life is a place we can feel exhausted, out of control,
bored, and routine. Don't let the logistics of daily life be an
annoyance: These are places to establish mastery, to feel
dignified and effective, to express yourself, and to find
pleasure and generosity. You can do this through aesthetics,
ecological practices, economic solidarity, and building
community.

Objects
You are not going to find your calling if you don't bother to
find the right coffee cup.
When you reach for a cup, don't take the first one. Ask
yourself which one you want. Know there is no right answer
about this or any of the really important stuff in your life. There
is no Right answer, but there is an answer that Matters. It is
the one that sings inside of you. And you need practice
listening for it.
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For me one of the most important acts of self-discipline is to
put back the Accidental Cup, and, if necessary, extract the
Heartsong Cup from the dishwasher and wash it by hand.
I do not allow a motley assortment of coffee cups to
accumulate in my house as they will rarely stack properly and
therefore tend to create visual noise. I find the best stacking
cup, buy 12, and give the others away. (In Sydney, it took
three years to find the right ones, and they weren't the most
expensive I examined.) However, when I find myself in an
Assorted Cups Household, I do take my time choosing the
right one. “Can I have the blue cup?” Really. Don't drink from
the wrong cup.
I do like to have mismatched silverware. Without offering mess
and clutter such a collection offers the opportunity to practice
asking my heart which spoon Sings today. It also makes setting
the table expressive, as I combine fork, knife, and spoon for each
place-setting, or for a special guest...
How will you find joy if you have no idea what kind of
dishwashing-soap dispenser pleases you? Or you helplessly
leave the one from the store sitting on the counter? (Either go
to the effort to hide it under the sink, or get something you
like to look at or touch, more than once a day.) Hoping
someone will come dump joy on your doorstep is about as
strategic as hoping that Procter and Gamble will design
something just for you.
I use the things I love every day. What are you saving it for? You
are the guest of honor.
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In truth, I know the curves of my furniture better than most of
my lovers. My furniture is always there to comfort me in hard
times. It never abandons me.
When I moved to Los Angeles I felt that I needed to buy a
house immediately, and I found myself sleeping on one side of
the bed. My financially-astute friend Richard Sullivan said “LA
is not a good investment. And closing costs are astronomical
these days.” This was well before I even met Wendy Neale,
who regularly opines that “mortgages are about living in the
past.”
Why did I want to buy a house? Well really it was because I
wanted better kitchen appliances than what was in my
otherwise fabulous Venice loft. I added up the costs of a used
SubZero, stainless industrial kitchen tables, and a vintage
O'Keefe & Merritt. Much less than closing costs. First I
organized a truck. Then I pounced on the next used SubZero
that appeared on Craigslist, promising cash and immediate
pickup by professional movers. Less than a week later, I went
to sleep in the middle of the bed, directly downstairs from that
$2000, 500lb fridge. Not waiting for the future anymore, man
or house.
Your cravings will lead you to your talent. Your satiation will let
you know when you have arrived. What you really want might
be much cheaper than you think.
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SHOPPING
Usually when we go shopping, the only question is “am I good
enough/rich enough to buy the most expensive object?”
Reverse this. Which of these objects is really good enough for
you? Worthy of your gaze and touch? Good enough to
become part of your landscape and daily life, part of your
body, blood, cells, and brain?
Loving yourself through objects does not mean dumping too
much money on every inconvenience and discomfort in your
life. It means not buying things for their symbolic meanings –
whether those be intertwined hearts or brand names– but for
their ability to give deep pleasure in use or gaze.
Pleasure through the gaze is sharply limited by how much
space you have to look at. It means not buying anything until
you find the one that you want to live with for the rest of your
life.
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from Le Sanctuaire, Venice

This is not the same as being extravagant, although I have the
most expensive kettles of anyone I know. It is about
discernment and effort. You will notice that you like some
things which have little commercial “value” and you will notice
that there are many expensive things which are not good
enough for you. True desire is self-regulating. Observing your
satiety is as important as identifying your cravings.
Do a pleasure analysis of your budget. Which money gives you
the most happiness? Which gives you little? I get best value
from candles, cheese, and unlimited transport-tickets so I can
travel without calculations or anxiety.
I do not impulse-buy. I look and look and then I walk away and
wait for something to stick with me. If it remains a presence in
my mind after an hour, I run back to get it.
There's an exception to this. Travel. I like to buy something
symbolizing my first visit to a city. Mom took me to Paris for
my first time and we had the idea to find one object for each
of us. Mine was a luscious pair of Bruno Frisoni shoes made of
black ribbons. We had a hard time finding hers, but then we
both realized it was a wooden ring we had seen at the Vintage
jewelry shop Karry'O. But in the last hour before the shops
closed, we couldn't get there in time. We thought we'd just
call and have it shipped. The shop wouldn't take credit cards
over the phone, anyway they wouldn't ship, and they hung up
on my mother's French.
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That was 2006. Over the next year, I begged European friends
to stop by the shop and try to find the ring, but no one
managed.
I really learned my lesson in Beirut. To be polite to a friend
doing her duty to separate tourists from their money for the
good of the local economy, I had gone jewelry shopping and
just happened to find the most beautiful ring ever made. A
few months after my trip Israel bombed the Café where I had
first met the Mediterranean.
In 2010 I was in Paris again, and made my way to Karry'O,
sheepishly asking after stock from 4 years before. “No, we
don't have anything like that.” I persisted. “Do you have any
wooden rings?” She slid open a flat drawer. “That's it.”
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I handed her my credit card, heedless ofthe price. While she
wrote the invoice by hand, I glanced furtively around a shop I
barely felt that I deserved to step foot in. My eye landed on an
impossibly deep gold which seemed to be the most beautiful
thing in the shop. Surely a vintage piece like that would cost
more than €10K, but as a customer, I felt entitled to try it on.
We both gasped. She said “that looks like you were born
wearing it.” Hesitantly, I asked the price and she started
leafing through a big book. It was electroplate, and hence
affordable.
This was months after separating from Duro. I wasn't even a
tango teacher yet. I spent the last of my money on this
necklace. But I was not going to make the same mistake twice,
in the same shop.

EXCISING
There is no room in my space for thin gs I don't love. Not even in

the back of the closet because it is totally unpleasant to use an
overcrowded closet!
I get rid of things by assembling a pile and encouraging guests
to adopt stuff. This is especially good with things that I know
were expensive or slightly meaningful. It's so much better for
someone to have it who loves it, rather than letting it clutter
around the things I like. When a friend dances as they put on a
coat that doesn't fit me right, or smile wit h delight over a bowl,
it's much better for me.
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MAKING
Karl Marx started out on his whole trip about capitalism as a
philosopher. He was interested in humanity and energy and work
and so forth. He got pissed off at capitalism because it was a
system for stealing a fundamental aspect of our humanity – our
relationship to our work and what we make.
After reading this I started to pay attention to how I felt about the
various objects in my house. Some were unique, some where
expensive, some had stories, and some were things I had made
myself (I'm prone to lamps and candlesticks). I observed that
gazing at my own objects was more pleasurable, satisfying, and
long-lasting than gazing at those I had purchased, regardless of
the objective differences in design, workmanship, and value. Try
it.

MEANING
I am fascinated by highly-educated people who decide to give up
lucrative and prestigious careers in favor of making things by
hand. I interview them about how they make decisions. I believe
this is the future of business. It's exceedingly rare in social
research to ask any question and get a unanimous answer, so I am
honored to receive such data. When I ask these artisans –whose
products are often expensive, quirky, and hard to find– why
people buy from them, they always say: “The story.”
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I call it “reclaiming the souls of trees”...What better way to
honor the life and death of a tree than to turn part of it into
a beautiful and useful object?
John Talbot, www.jctwoodworks.com

Indeed the story is the antithesis of the global commodity chain,
which hides its stories. When you know your object's story, you
don't feel helpless about bad working conditions, environmental
degradation, and planned obsolescence. And you get to be part
of it.

Moving
Don't start packing until you have a plentiful supply of boxes and
tape and marking pens. (You will need 2x as many boxes as you
estimate.) Don't even think you're ready until you've assembled
and labelled four boxes:

● New house/Contemporary Use
● Sentimental/Storage
● Give Away
● Garbage
Give each object your attention. Ask yourself “do I love it?” If you
can't immediately answer this question with “yes”, then decide if
someone else might love it (Give Away box) or if no one ever
could (Garbage box). If you really do love it, keep it! If it's part of
your active life, send it to your new home. A few beloved objects
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are not currently relevant, and will need to be stored. But storage
is only for Very Precious Beloved No Longer Used Things.

PACK,

DON'T STIR!

Pick each object up once, make a decision, and deposit it in the
appropriate box.
As each box becomes full, seal it with tape, label it precisely, and
pile it appropriately. Create a sense of order during this
disruptive process.
To get through this process with a sense of ease and mastery,
make a list of all your rooms (including closets and the
bathroom!). Number the list, putting 1 next to the room you use
the least. Then start packing in room #1. Finish each room before
you move on. Don't leave any little “unresolved” objects sitting
around in the room. Before you leave each room, it should contain
only the furniture and a pile of boxes.
The nicest possible way to pack will be to make a schedule
working backwards from moving day, assigning one room per
day. That tells me you many days before moving to start packing.
If you do one room per day you'll have some easier days and
some harder days leading up to the move. Remember that the
size of the room is deceiving. Unused closets, even though they're
small, can be the most difficult to pack because they are full of
objects, much of which may be hard to make decisions about.
I have a costly hard time letting go of my homes. I have to remind
myself that I am what makes them beautiful. I am always the most
beautiful thing in the room.
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Body
Your body is not your enemy.

Your body is a piece of artwork in your life. It is a sculpture, an
icon. It's also a form of self-reflection. When it needs color or
comfort you have the chance to practice listening, care, and
trust.
It takes courage to dare to express your taste on and with
your body. Although we talk a lot about self-expression, it's
still a place that seems unwise to take risks, because it's such a
primary focus of others' judgments.
Glam
Gender activist Kate Bornstein's journey only started with the
recognition that she wanted to be a woman, not a man. And
not just a Woman, but an Actress. After surgery, hormones,
walking lessons, voice lessons, and success, she discovered
that “trying to be a woman was just as small a box as trying to
be a man.” Returning to the stage in roller skates, twin
ponytails, and silver hot-shorts that reveal her still-masculine
hips, she announces:
Now, I just try to be Sexy.
Kate Bornstein, Gender Outlaw

What does she mean? “Sexy” here is the poignant and
complex expression of her taste. It is the illustration of her
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journey beyond every social construct to manifest her own
personality. It is her hard-won struggle for a form of selfexpression that feels fabulous. By defiantly naming her fusion
“sexy”, she dares to reach for connection, for those who
resonate with her on that point. Sexy is when you are ready to
share your taste with the world, to see who tastes the world
like you do.
In African American culture, the concept of “self-creation” is
not only an option, but an imperative. It's necessary to form a
personal style of dress, walk, hair, voice... Inattention to
personal style is a sign of weak spirit.
My taste takes the form of a uniform that looks and feels great
whenever I need ease AND a commitment to follow my
intuition when I get dressed. If I am attracted to that green
shirt, I spend the time to build an outfit around it.
I believe that moment of attraction to the green, like the
Heartsong Cup, help me to touch, comfort, affirm, draw out,
and develop the inchoate feelings which are my only chance to
feel full, happy, and whole.
By the way, You are allowed to wear flowers in your hair
anytime you want.
Muscle
Your body is made of food and action. Everything you eat affects
it. Everything you do gives it shape. Make every move count.
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I suffered a life-changing revelation when I watched from the
balcony as my friend Eric Werbalowsky got out of his car and
walked across the lawn to the door of the party. He moved
languidly, as if every bit of skin was enjoying the touch of the
summer air, as if every action of every muscle tasted as rich to
him as the ripe avocados he carried, as if he was not in a hurry.
(He wasn't, and most of us don't need to hurry as much as we do).
Twenty years later, I am still trying to get my life to feel and look
like that walk.
Instead of my body being a losing battle, I try to make it a source
of pleasure. I am annoyed that capitalism has invaded dictionaries
and redefined 'languid' as 'lazy'. To me, 'languid' means to move
with consciousness of the sensual possibilities of the moment.
You're sexy when you move.
Fritz Schenk

Dear Fritz broke open my world with this small statement. I was
stuck assessing myself as an object. He invited me to include
movement in my self-image. In fact, dancing had always been an
important part of my physical experience.
Now whenever I feel stuck or shy or small or weak, I move. I
stretch or rotate a limb. This brings other resources to bear on my
consciousness and experience in that moment. Sometimes the
movement is as small as contracting one muscle. I have my
favorites, and some strong ones. The strength of my muscles can
drag me out of the quicksand of intimidation, infatuation,
overwhelm.
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Some controversial studies claim that upright posture triggers
positive emotions, confidence, and even increases our capacity to
manage stress. It doesn't matter how expensive your dress is, it
won't look good if you are slouching or you don't have a good
walk.
As a dance teacher, I've identified the easiest muscles to use to
support posture in a comfortable and beautiful way, without
stiffness or restriction of movement.
● If you gently contract your shoulder stabilizers (also called
rotator cuffs) to externally rotate your shoulders, you
open your chest and lift your heart. Don't do this to an
extreme, just a little muscle contraction is sufficient.
● The transverse abdominus is one of the deepest
abdominal muscles, close to your spine, just above your
waist. Gentle contraction of this muscle supports your
whole body without causing tension or stiffness. (To find
this muscle. use the Pilates “elephant” exercise.)
● When you walk, fully extend your back leg's knee. This
externally rotates your hip a little and gives a luxurious
sinewy look to your walk.
The most beautiful thing you can do to your body is smile.

Emotions
I have spent my life drenched in other people's rage.
… My mother's rage at my existence, her helplessness to unseen
forces – class, sexism, and her own feelings. She describes my
gentle grandmother and grandfather as people seething with
anger too.
… Men who adored me, won my love, and then found their egos
shattered by my intelligence and capabilities, who could not leave
me but had to make me smaller for their own survival, who
destroyed me with criticism.
… Men who, like my mother, had no skills for identifying or
managing the detritus of their wounds, who, fearful of the
feelings coursing through them, could only blame me.
When I was 20, I stopped reenacting my mother's tantrums. I
have raised my voice just twice since then.
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I have felt so much emotional pain that I believed I was going to
die. A few such experiences taught me that I just need to keep
safe and wait for it to pass. SURVIVE.
of emotions is grasping that they do not exist outside
of my self. They are very powerful, but they are mine to manage.
And I must decide what to to with them.

MASTERY

Fear makes me want to cancel all my plans and crawl under the
blankets. Fear is about the future. It is our deep intuitive guide to
the right direction. When you feel scared, you know you are doing
the thing you need to do.
When I am afraid, I will slow down, but I will keep moving in the
direction of my intention.
Sadness makes me want to die. Sadness is the loss and distortion
that comes from missing it, being too absorbed in doubt, debt,
and depression to show up. The fleeting opportunity is gone.
Things change, we get older. Sadness connects us to the cycles of
life, reminding us to seize every moment with rapture.
When I am in painful sadness, I will look for something (no matter
how small or silly) that makes me feel good. Ice cream and pretty
nail polish can be very, very helpful.
Anger makes me want to destroy everything in sight.
When I feel anger surging through me, I will be silent and remove
my body from the situation, so I can't do anything destructive.
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The Cyborg Effect
Anger makes people into cyborgs, helpless to the force which has
overpowered them. They can no longer distinguish themselves
from what drives them. Freedom becomes a dim and inaccessible
memory. We can even believe our rage is righteous.
Decolonization is a long and dangerous process. The first step is
to stop blaming the victim for causing the aggression. This is
basic, and very difficult when you do not sense any agency. The
raging soldier must learn who controls him. And then tear off that
armor.

brunocamara.art@gmail.com

Some clues that the darker elements of your history have
colonized your present: your anger is too big for the situation, it
happens very often, or it lasts for a very long time. This is old
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anger you had exiled, then mistakenly invited back through some
inadvertent space-time link with current events.
Those who suffer others' destructive rage must also decolonize.
Instead of constantly running simulations to see how different
actions might have averted the firestorm, I must realize that no
matter what I did, neither the anger nor its form is mine.
Duro was horrified by his anger, and wouldn't talk about it.
Demoralized by the assaults on my character, I retreated to
addiction. Between hits, I stomped around Buenos Aires in my
own petulant rage.
The person who has less control of their emotions will become a
vicious destroyer, and the victor .Power is having the nerve and
vision to not react to someone's temper tantrum and instead call
them back to love.
After surviving and mastering emotions, we are in a position to
use them for INSIGHT.
When the anger is yours, it is no longer a curse but a gift. Anger is
about the past. It holds the key to what we need and want. To
unwrap it, write.
“Anger is a loaded with information and energy.”
Audre Lorde, 1981
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The Deep
What we are saying to each other, and the moves we make are
not so consequential. There is a deep flow of emotional reality,
which we can learn to perceive.
The attraction between us is as slow as it is strong, a deep calm
river. I try to speed it up. This causes insecurity which becomes a
storm too loud for words. For three days nothing we say or do
gets through and we both believe all is lost. But the storm ends,
and the river has not changed its direction.
My new house is indeed a temple to intention, one of which is to
surpass the damage of the wounds. One friend is not ready for
such a place, and is magnetically polarized at the doorstep every
time. He cannot stand in this house, although I couldn't seem to
get him to leave when he visited my old one.
Mama put me in therapy for about 10 years to work on the
experience of "rejection" by Joe, who went to war instead of
being a father. I could never find even a fragment to seed this
project. There was nothing to find. The story never involved me.
This was a man who had destroyed affect in every sense, probably
well before leaving ... the country, the tarmac, my mother ... I was
born as all his friends died. He came back, unscathed, and
seemingly unaffected. Unaffected in the way that which survives
nuclear weapons is unaffected. His barrenness was so complete
that nothing could live. I never had a chance.
Without knowing him, I resonated his anesthetic. He had probably
administered it already when he penetrated my mother. He and
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everyone tells me that he expected to die in Vietnam. He
disavowed paternity, in what my family always described as a
mechanical gesture – "because that's what the Air Force told him
to do." His seed was emotionally inert, automated, as am I. I have
always attributed my emotional strength to surviving my mother's
physical, psychological, and emotional abuse. But I have difficulty
understanding the moment when my terror snaps into robotic
coldness. Perhaps those two reactions have different sources
after all. That affectless zone was already inside me when she
started collapsing. I recall observing my lack of compassion with
concern, as if it was in some way inorganic to the situation at
hand.
I blamed her for pushing a child too far, but that does not explain
my steely composure. Other children fight back, run away, or cry
for help. I was a grim, unstrategic soldier. I stood guard, but that
was all I would do. I was totally clear, at 12 years old, that
comforting her was beyond the limit of my duty. 14 years old, at
my grandfather's funeral, I remember my horror not being able to
feel anything. He had taken my mother to Joe's house in the
middle of the night and forced his friend's son to sign an
admission of paternity. And when he realized my stepfather was
physically abusing me, he proclaimed his readiness to kill him if he
did it again. This man, who I only knew from playing between his
feet at the base of his rocking chair, was a different kind of
soldier. But my grandparents were not entirely different from my
father. They too forged ambitious lives unbound by emotion and
convention.
We attend much to the trauma of our childhood, and how these
traumas were the detritus of our families' traumas. But this is not
the only inheritance. Sometime in the late 1950s my father, son of
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an illiterate Lebanese immigrant mother, became an Air Force
pilot, and my mother, daughter of a Missouri farm girl, a
stewardess. Imagine what it meant in the 1950s to decide you
would fly. It was a grand yearning – distinguished, dangerous,
sexy. These two people reached for the highest ambition
available to working class youth. This was not the gentle upward
mobility of university, this was an impatient and risky leap for
respect and glamour. Their ambitious yearning was the fabric of
my emotional and psychological environment just as much as my
mother's frustrated violence and my father's self-administered
anesthesia.
And there is a link between the violence and the ambition. Such
people –and my ambitious grandparents too– were not
comfortable in the compulsory suburban family domesticity of the
time (was anyone?) My grandfather drank and cheated. My
grandmother smoked secretly and worked addictively and
retraced the lines of her notes with such force in her hands that
my mother through this began to sense my grandmother's
frustration. And despite the daily help of my grandparents, a child
was a seriously annoying distraction from my mother's elite
agenda, which she nevertheless achieved, despite the stigma of
being a single mother.
The elephant in American culture is class. (The poisonous snake of
racism is much more palpable.) My mother was furious at her
mother for taking her to the rich people's churches and schools,
where my mother knew she could never make friends. She
couldn't bring those girls home, where, with some quietly grating
brutality, my grandfather, the distinguished manager of one of
Los Angeles' largest hotels, kept his family in the humblest rooms,
and forbid his women personal décor.
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She could never fill the black hole of décor, leaving no surface in
her house free to receive so much as a glass of port. I don't know
if she sees that she copied her mother's cruel commitment to
social mobility, leveraging me into elite schools and then never
telling me why I felt "dirty" next to the other students, when I
was in fact perhaps the best washed, ironed, and white shoepolished child in school, never telling me why I wasn't invited to
the debutante balls, leaving me to mobilize the only social analysis
available at the time, that I must be unacceptably "fat". (I wasn't.)
The wounds of expulsion from the elite circles of my classmates
and my mother's silence on this point cost me at least ten years
paralyzed with anorexia, whose dysmorphic frameworks warp to
chase me in every activity. In some ways, class was more
damaging than the expectations of abandonment and violence
who haunt my attempts at relationships.
My mother became a serial breakdown as a sign of the times. A
beautiful young woman marries a beautiful young man in the
1950s. He is gay, without any language or empowerment for this
reality, hates her, and himself, drinks, cheats, beats, and leaves.
She is the one hospitalized for nervous breakdown.
A few years later, in another hospital, she involuntarily bonds with
an unwanted child she planned to give up for adoption. An
elegant modern woman enslaved to psychobiology, inadequately
protected by the plate glass they all relied on to separate us.
Tragically, the feminist movement never grazed her, as she built
her career in Los Angeles in the 1960s and then in San Francisco
in the 1970s, fiercely intelligent with almost no outlet, abused
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again, and abusive, living a lavish life without making a single
financial investment – waiting, as I do, for a proper husband to
take charge of her finances. Instead, her dependent and
deceptive 2nd husband lied about having paid the taxes, a wound
which permanently disabled her.
She was the strongest and sharpest of women, undercut by
sexism in the most obvious ways, never finding the resources to
understand what was happening, blaming and hating herself for it
all. Five decades later there is a diagnosis for her, "borderline
personality disorder", an inability to hold on to emotional reality.
Indeed this is perhaps a perfectly reasonable reaction to the
betrayals which plagued her life.
She pins the whole disaster on just one point source: that my
grandfather didn't insist she attend college. How could my
grandparents, who made their way well by frugal hard work
understand the importance of intellectual development or paper
certificates? Of all the betrayals, this was the most innocent, and
the one she herself could have most easily repaired. But this was
the only one she could see.
Look for what you don't see.

Silence
One night Duro went out dancing without me. It was the first time
either of us did something without inviting the other one. I
collapsed in terror. I threw myself at the wall, crying “we don't do
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this! It's not OK!” After hours keeping watch over my fear,
knowing that it was my fear, I was ready for his text message:

“It's cold.”
“Should I make soup?”
We never spoke of it and it never happened again. We both
handled our feelings and came back whole.

Trust
When I was living in New Zealand these words came to me:

THE ANTIDOTE

TO

FEAR

IS

TRUST

It was such a dramatic revelation that I decided to try living this
way. I realized that bad things could happen equally, whether I
was fearful and mistrustful waiting for people and situations to
prove themselves, or bold and trusting, participating fully from
the start.
If something bad is to happen, fear cannot derail it by hesitance,
nor anger cannot fix it with force. The only difference between
trust and mistrust is how I will live the time between now and that
moment.
When I live in trust, it's more clear what is mine and what belongs
to other people. If I am trusting, and something goes wrong, I
know it's not a dynamic that I set up by holding back.
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Doubt
Insecurity is a toxin. In high doses, it destroys on contact. In low
doses, running in the background, it redirects your future. As a
parallel process, it drains your energy.
Everyone has it. Take a real look at them. You can see it.
There is nothing wrong with you for having it, stop imagining that
if or when you achieve X, then it will go away, or you will vanquish
it. It's just a part of this experience.
The question is are you going to let it drive and deter you?
Think of insecurity as an insatiable and expensive addiction. If you
indulge it, you could lose everything you love. I did.

Spin
Negativity is a system for blocking inbound energy and protecting
oneself from desire, longing, and loss.
Actress Lisa Peers described Improvisational Acting to me as “it
forces you to say 'yes' to life.” Shortly afterward, I realized that
trans-linguistic romance is similar. Nuance is impossible. Knowing
that your partner is choosing words in only the crudest meaning,
the only possible responses are “yes” and “no”. This is
consequential.
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If you react to every communication with positive spin, you direct
the trajectory. Do you really need that nuance – do you need to
hold on to the uncertainty and ambiguity? What if you just said
“yes”?

Symbols
When you are moved to give a gift, do it. Don't hold back. Gifts
are crystallizations of your love, which magnify it, refracting it.
Receiving love is as hard as giving it. My boy says “if you need my
Ibuprofen, let me know.” I give him an irrelevant lecture on my
relationship to pharmaceuticals. Irrelevant because the content of
the exchange was him saying “Baby, I don't like that you're
suffering, and if there's anything I can give to you, I want the
chance.” The correct response, then, was “Thank you, baby.” And
a kiss. I get so tangled up by intellectual precision that I miss the
love.
Tell your sweetheart what feels most loving to you. Otherwise you
might get chocolate instead of the sink fixed. Gary Chapman lists
“5 Love Languages” (words, touch, gifts, acts of service,
attention), noting that people usually give the one they want to
receive. This is the symbolic level of love. It's good to
communicate about this and it's crucial to be able to see and feel
love even when it doesn't come in the form you prefer.
When Duro tried to heal it with me, he brought me coffee in bed
in the morning. Tragically, I couldn't see and feel his love, because
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I was obsessed with wanting one very particular (and stupid) thing
from him, his “respect” for me as a dancer. My tunnel vision cost
me the love of my life.
And it wasn't the only such mistake I made. He insisted he would
never marry again and sanely I decided not to get hung up on
this, but I wasn't vigilant. We were offered joint jobs at a great
company. He wanted to defer the offer, gambling financial
security for our first summer after 5 consecutive winters.
I
insanely chose that moment to live the fantasy of “being a wife
and let my man make the decisions”, a very costly symbol.

Love
Is a muscle.
It is not a chemical reaction. It is not a situation. It is not cosmic
radiation. It is something we decide about, will, and sustain with
effort.
What's more important than getting the symbols right is how you
manage alienation, disagreement, and doubt. These experiences
are not predetermined. They are yours and you can use your
muscle of love to censure their size and place and context. Or just
flood them.
Love is a way of relating to people who you interact with. It is a
way of solving problems. It is a mood and attitude. It is yours to
live in or not. It's waiting inside you to be called into action when
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there's a dispute or a crisis. When she hands you a cup of coffee
or spills the garbage.
How?
For me the easiest way is to notice how beautiful this person is.
Everything flows from there.
If you aren't so visual, find your trigger for appreciation. What is
reliable in releasing sympathy and adoration? Know this tool and
carry it in your most convenient pocket. Keep your hand on it. My
grandfather, the hotel manager, put on his brass knuckles, and
then put that hand in his pocket.
When your brain is stuck and your heart is pounding freakout, you
can use your body to change your feelings and thoughts. Uncross
your arms and legs. Open the hollow in front of your shoulders so
your heart moves a little forward of wherever it was before. Stop
scowling. Smile with your eyes, mouth, chest, or any part of your
body that feels available (and discreet, if necessary). Any one will
do to initiate a shift in your emotional stance.

People
Loneliness is not a pathology. There's nothing wrong if you are
yearning for people. We need both solitude and connection.
Pay attention to the fact that not all contact feels connecting.
Togetherness is not necessarily connection. Connection is a
communion of energy and insight. Unconnected togetherness can
be alienating or draining.
Solitude allows full concentration on perception and reflection. It
doesn't require a trial of loneliness. Sometimes it can happen in
the presence of others.
For many years, my favorite place was a certain stretch of Santa
Barbara beach. I went alone every day and every day yearned to
be there with a love. Then I got what I wanted, with several, and
discovered that it was less, not more. Instead of being fully
immersed in the sensations of the water and sun, my attention
was diverted – in part by trying to figure out how to drag them
into my nirvana, in part by their complaints about sand,
impending hunger, and other inecstatic trivia which dulled my
high. So I learned that my beach was already a successful
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experience of solitude. This taught me to look and savor and taste
my life to discover exactly what I enjoy most in solitude and what
is better connected.

Every loss of someone from my life, especially dance partners
(who are much harder to find and contemplate replacing than
lovers) triggers utter panic. I obsessively doubt every friendship,
feeling it's not serious, valuable, sound and “real”. The most
terrifying thing to me is going to sleep alone. There were times in
my life when I couldn't do it. Now I can (and mostly do), but it's
not nice. In that moment I feel tiny in a universe that is thereby
crushing me.
I have a very expensive lifestyle of throwing away real estate,
legal status, and financial security in flight from this loneliness.
During the most recent episode I managed to do a little patternrecognition. The loneliness is the same everywhere. What's real is
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not the relationships, but my Will – to make dance partners, love,
dinner, and many other beautiful things.

Connection
There's not one best or more “real” kind of connection because
we are complex and we have very much to share.
Look for ways you enjoy to connect in general, for specific ways
you connect to specific people, and ways you can connect to
anyone. By 'connect' I don't mean surviving a situation of smalltalk, but actually feeling that your life is enriched by this
interaction. When I'm talking with new people, I ask them what is
their favorite food in town, because this is something I really want
to know.
I was once infatuated with a talented saxophonist, and found
myself surprised when he couldn't use words in the way he used
the sax.
I have cooking friends with whom I cannot have an intellectual
conversation and political allies who don't care about food but
will stand in the kitchen all day having amazing conversations.
There are people whose presence teaches me about love, and I
just want to watch them work. There are girlfriends who call me
out on my shit, and I just want to sit at the other end of their bed
until they've said it all. There are people who seem to receive
something from me, and I try to give them my attention. When
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it's relevant, I talk about anorexia and other experiences in an
effort to dispel others' shame and silence.
Connections don't always happen in real-time and we don't know
what's going on with other people. After a loss of contact for
more than a decade, my friend reminded me of a dinner party at
my house, and told me that she had met her husband there. What
drew her attention to him was how he answered a question I
posed.

Community
Community makes self-esteem possible, by convincing the
individual he is a valuable contributor to a context of
meaningful action.
Ernest Becker, The Birth and Death of Meaning 1962

In the 1980s Robert Bellah and a team of UCBerkeley sociologists
interviewed people about what made life meaningful. The
resulting book, Habits of the Heart, carefully traced the limits of
individualism in the contemporary American character, revealing
that people eventually found their meaning through what the
researchers articulated as “practices of commitment” in a
“community” with “shared values.”
Community is not the same thing as your friends and its functions
cannot be fulfilled by your partner.
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Community is the place where you find affirmation and
celebration of your ethics. You need it. You may not even like
many of the individuals involved. But when you are in this space,
you receive and give the lifeblood of meaning.

Engagement
Like everyone, after a failed relationship I make an angry list of
non-negotiable “basics”, which is, of course, drastically different
each time based on the outrageous inadequacies of the recently
departed. I also recognize that I want someone who is more than
any list I can make, who will make me bigger in ways I don't know
about.
The stable criterion is “creative engagement”. It's the core of my
loneliness, especially the loneliness that happens when I'm with
people. It's what I want from every aspect of my life, and every
person I let into it. Engagement means that we are listening to
each other, and keeping track of the details as well as trying to
grasp or envision the bigger context of the other person,
compassionately.
Doing this creatively means that I am sharing my best skills,
intelligence, encouragement, and energy with this person, in
service and expansion of who s/he is and wants to be.
Most of the people I exchange energy with are not peers. Lots of
people who I admire will, unfortunately not be engaged. The ones
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who are creatively engaged. are paying attention and come back.
They are as excited about it as I am.

Complexity
I spent some years living and working with anarchists. I do claim
this term as the correct historical theory for community-based
political organization, which I believe in wholeheartedly.
There are aspects of contemporary anarchist political culture
which I think are problematic, one is egalitarianism by fiat.
At some point in this period I began to realize (and had to keep it
to myself) that when I pretended a junior activist was my equal
and didn't teach them how to do something, I deprived them of
the opportunity to learn and grow. In some way I was abdicating
my proper role, and certainly I was wasting the investment others
had made in me.
I came across the phrases “take responsibility for your power”
and “once you know something you are responsible for it”. The
word 'responsibility' is on my list of platitudes, because I think it's
an invocation that doesn't work. It elides something we need to
conceptualize better.
The anarchists want to detain power. But this is not always
responsible. When a student for some period is unable to
surmount a particular error or mistake, I sometimes catch myself
slipping into the belief that their persistence is willful. What's
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going on is that they have not yet developed the self-awareness
on this point to observe themselves, discerning and identifying
what is happening. Until they can do so, it's my job to repeat the
same correction for week. (At the same time, I am always
reflecting on the student's stuck point, and trying new techniques
for approaching this point differently.)
The anarchist culture is weirdly mirrored in popular capitalist
culture in which apprenticeship and mentorship are out of fashion.
From the point of view of corporations, experienced workers are
expensive. From the point of view of youngsters, apprenticeship
implies some flaw, measured by the failure to “go viral” with your
“innate talents” by age 23.
A young friend recently admitted to me that he was angry at me
for having more expertise and success than him. I said to him,
“I've been doing this for 10 years, and for 5 years I've done
nothing else. I have layers of privileged education that you
haven't had. You've just begun. Why would you expect yourself to
be my equal? Why don't you use me as a mentor?”
Historian Walter J. Williams documents venerable traditions of
complex, loving intergenerational relations among the Samurai,
Buddhist monks, Greek warriors, and indigenous peoples around
the world. Relationships across generation gaps can be inspiring,
and full of care. What's more, if we are all indeed developing,
unevenly, in various aspects of our lives, no relationship is made
of perfect equals.
My friends tend become addicted to my strength and are
intolerant of my weaknesses. If we're going to connect we need
to allow for all this complexity.
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I have many times made the mistake of losing sight of myself in
the blinding glow of someone else's magnificence. One of my
artistic partners awes me with his capacity for physical
improvisation. The first time we taught together, I deferred to his
expertise, and then realized I had much more teaching
experience. Unfortunately I figured this out too late, once I had
let the session completely out of my control. I abandoned the
students, and my power, without cause.
Adore people for what they are good at and don't expect them
to do everything. Equally, recognize what you contribute. And
then build a temple that can contain all of it.

Relationships
Relationships are about interdependence. This is what
distinguishes them from acquaintanceships.
Interdependence is something we choose. To enter a relationship
is to embark on an adventure with a chosen team/mate.
Therefore, reliability is the foundation. If someone is unreliable,
they do not want to be in a relationship with you – or they are not
able to. (And it really doesn't matter to you, which one of those it
is.)
Relationship means offering more of yourself than you offer to
others, exchanging more, entering a rich web of gifts and shared
labor which create a joint history, a pathway marked by
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negotiations, victories, and private meaning, moments of
weakness and strength, need and generosity, and celebrations.
It's necessary to take off your armor.
This means entering trust, ready or not.
Interdependence means that this person matters to you, not only
logistically, but emotionally. This means you give them the
capacity to hurt you, to let you down, and to wound you with
words and acts that wouldn't matter (much) if spoken by an
acquaintance.
Relationships are also bridges. Between two very specific and
different landscapes. They need to be designed and they require
careful maintenance.

Communication
Several times wise elders (some of whom were younger than me)
have confronted me about how I was dealing with another
person. The confrontation was obvious and in some ways gentle.
They simply asked me if I had bothered to talk to the person
before I closed the case or complained outside. I remember each
of these episodes in searing clarity, as the confronter directed my
attention to a landscape of emotional authenticity.
Relationships are made of reliability and communication.
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My mentor Mel King described his decision to visit a violently
racist community. His entire staff opposed him, believing that it
was too dangerous. Mel explained that his expression of disbelief
in the capacity of the people of Southie to surmount their racism,
would dehumanize them, and thereby himself. His humanity
would be damaged by his lack of faith and willingness to engage
with them.
Karl Jaspers says that communication only exists in a matrix of
trust, hope, and love. Without that, we're just issuing
communiqués at acquaintances.
Albert Hirsch wrote a well-titled and influential book in 1970
called Exit, Voice, and Loyalty, examining three ways that people
deal with disappointments. I'm good at voice. I respond with
dense words, a psychic wall for both of us. I'm unassailable, and
they rarely feel able to respond to my lengthy and articulate
arguments in kind. It's become obvious that there needs to be a
fourth way, short messages, dialogue.
Communication happens with eyes and with touch, but mostly
with words. And it's irreversible. Be careful what you say to the
people you love.

Conflicts
Some years ago I took a psycho-spiritual weekend workshop with
a group which used to be called Athanor. I condensed their
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teachings into a method for communicating with others about
emotions, which I have [tried to remember to] use ever since.
The premise of this method is that people want to be in
relationship, so we can communicate in a way that constructs a
path for continuing to be together. The cool thing about this
method is that you can use it with someone who doesn't also
know it.
If you're upset, don't dive into communication until you're clear
on steps 1 and 2. You'll likely just make a mess. I find it best to
Wait Three Days Before Saying Anything. Everything changes in
20 minutes. In three days you will be a different person. This
episode very well may not matter.
THE FEELING In this system the upset person
(“Speaker”) must choose one of these four feelings: glad, sad,
mad, or scared.

1: IDENTIFY

None of the following are considered to be feelings. These are
relationship-breakers which we are using because the feelings are
overwhelming.
●

threats/ultimatums
(“I can’t go on with you unless you ___”)

●

resentment

●

accusation

●

blaming

●

being right (or the other person is wrong)

●

judgments/condemnations/sweeping summaries
(“You are selfish.”… “You are inconsiderate.”…
“You always ___”...“You never ___”)
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Even when true, none of these help in communication; these are
all desperate ways of trying to control the other person. It's not
going to work. You can inspire the other person to relate to you
in a better way by sharing your feelings. But shaming, blaming,
insulting, or threatening are not going to do this.
Any statements of this kind must be gently disregarded. The
Listener must just put these statements aside, not take them in or
react to them. The Listener can say “That’s a threat. So, what are
you feeling? Are you scared?” Some clues:
● obsessing about future or past = fear
● confusion = anger
● bad thoughts about yourself = sadness

When you are Speaking, express your feeling as purely as
possible. It's your feeling. Say it in a way that enables the listener
to hear that it's yours. It's ok to have the feeling. Don't apologize
for it or minimize it. Sometimes we spend an entire day trying to
avoid a 5-minute feeling. Sometimes the Listener can help the
Speaker to get the crying done.
AND CONTEXT Explain the act and context that gave
rise to the feeling. Don't use any judgements.

2: ACTS
●

I'm sad because I cooked dinner and you complained that I got
water on the floor.

●

I'm scared if you take this job you won't have time for me.

Limit statements to facts, without interpretation. The purpose of
these statements is to link acts and contexts to feelings, so the
listener can learn exactly what is going on inside the speaker, to
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foment understanding (really knowing the person) and
compassion (the desire to respond in a loving way) without
triggering any defensiveness inside the listener.
The Listener's goal is to understand what it meant to the Speaker.
You do not have to agree with the Speaker’s interpretation of
your action and you don't need to react or explain yourself at all.
DO YOU WANT/NEED? If you don’t know what one
thing will make you feel good for the future, you are not yet ready
to Speak about this conflict. If you’re fuming about something but
you don’t know what will fix it then shut up and go away and think
until you have decided what you want/need that will fix it. If you
are not ready to ask for something the result will inevitably be
either abusive or stir up new problems or an endless, draining
conversation or all of those.

3. WHAT

It’s very hard for people to respond to requests like “be
considerate” or “be more available”. Also those vague concepts
mean very different things to different people. Do some reflective
work to figure out what kinds of acts indicate “consideration" to
you. Then ask for those things.
Specifics are easier to say “yes” or “no” to. it’s hard for people to
commit to vague things, particularly when they already feel
they’ve been trying to do a good job. Help the Listener by
providing specific things they can do that will make you happy.
●

“When I’m telling you about my day, can you not read your email
or do other things?”

●

“When I’m sharing a feeling with you, can you focus on
comforting me?”
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4. “NO” Saying “no” is

being honest about your unwillingness
or disinterest. It's a gift, because you are releasing the other
person’s energy to go try to take care of what they want or need.
Maybe the “no” has been lurking. Once the “no” is on the table,
you need to get real about this limitation in your relationship,
without further avoidance or manipulation.
“No” can also be the beginning of a negotiation. “I can do some
of what you’ve asked, but not all of it.”
It’s ok to take a break at this point. A lot of new information has
been shared. It may take a couple of days to get a resolution.
Maybe the Listener develops a counter-proposal. “Could you do
i t this way?” or “I think I could change my schedule so that it
works the way you want on Thursday.”
If the Listener's “No” is really “No”, it’s the speaker's job to
figure out what to do in order to continue participating without
building up resentment etc.
● “If you are not willing to commit to being ready on time for me
to pick you up then i don’t want to drive with you because I am
not willing to risk being late. I’ll give you your ticket in advance
and we’ll meet there.”
● “If you won’t join me in managing house repair decisions as a
partner, i need you to pay rent.”

These are “boundaries”. They are precise, non-sweeping SELFcare policies designed to support the relationship. Boundaries are
NOT: abandonment, threats, ultimatums, punishment, judgments,
or forecasts of the future.
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Partners
Developing taste in your relationships is about discerning how
you want to connect with each person. Some less, some more,
some fully.
When you are running at 150% of your talent, who is with you?
What could you create if you had a dream team? Who are the
people you really want to play with and how can you build a
project that gives you a chance to try?
A dream team is not a team of clones. Good partners are good at
what you are not good at. So good, that it makes you high when
they've “got your back.” Let them free you to do what you're
good at. Be sure, they will NOT do their part the way you do it.
But they will get it done, and they will do it fine.
It doesn't matter how the dishwasher is loaded. If you've chosen
this person, let them be themselves. They are supporting you, let
them do it.
The goal of partnership is not similarity, but amplification,
acceleration, enrichment.
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Dangerous Liaisons
I have lived the last seven years in heartbreak and financial
precarity, waiting for visa approvals. The most pain has come
from the loss of friendships. I have learned some hard lessons.
WEAKER PERSON WINS. In every situation, whoever has
less stamina, less discipline, more vulnerability to blood-sugar
drops, is easily fatigued or overwhelmed, or suffers some kind of
psychological disturbance, will get their way. They will shorten the
tour, set limits on the relationship, break the contract, or leave
the day's tasks unfinished.

THE

GET ANGRY WHEN THEY RECEIVE TOO MUCH. I am
a high-energy, resourceful, robust person who generates a lot of
projects and wants playmates. Since I was a very young child,
whenever I got a bit of bounty I would invite someone to share it
with me so that we could play together (stamp collection from
Grandma, mom's leftover makeup, art supplies, my company...). I
am still giving away my stuff. I regularly invite people to become
business partners and I offer them free training in hopes of
bringing their performance to a level where we can play as equals.

PEOPLE

Every time, the recipient is initially thrilled by the opportunities I
offer. Invariably, within a few months they are angry and they
leave. We never fight, and I tend to accede to any boundaries
they set. What happens is that I lift them up so quickly and
effectively that they realize they can never repay me. This makes
them feel bad about themselves, and they are angry at me for
inducing this architecture.
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DOES NOT MEAN GOOD FOR YOU My
tendency is to grant an all-access pass to anyone with a potent
mix of brains and beauty. Many brilliant and talented people are
equally extraordinary in their fragility. Talent torments and these
folks can be as volatile as they are virtuosic. There are some
amazing and irreplaceable people in your life who are also
dangerous and must be kept away from your sacred places.

EXTRAORDINARY

DOESN'T MATTER WHY PEOPLE HURT YOU. One of my
spiritual/political teachers, Mel King, taught that “the hardest
thing is to love all the people.” I took this profoundly to heart,
and, perhaps mistakenly, practice it in my personal life as well as
in my political/community work. This means I have managed to
conjure deep respect, understanding, and love for some pretty
damaged people.

IT

I was able to distinguish between the alcohol and the person, the
rage and the person, the depression and the person. I withstood
a lot of bad behavior because these were brilliant and good men.
In each case, I finally crawled to a point where it didn't matter
anymore and I had to leave. Eventually my body rejects the
poison and starts moving. It doesn't matter how well you
understand the reason why someone hurts you, and how much
compassion you have for them. It doesn't matter that you know
they don't want to hurt you. If they are hurting you persistently,
you have to walk away, preferably while you can still walk.
TAKES YOU TO TOWARD YES. After Duro, I know
what is possible in a partnership, and I refuse to settle for less.
Very, very many friends, pained by my loneliness, have advised
me that I want too much in my partners and playmates. After

EVERY NO
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giving a serious try with a series of “good” people and concluding
that I wasted my time, I have embraced faith in getting to No as
quickly as possible. I will not find the people to fly with when I am
busily giving my energy to people who are not engaged.
The hard questions have easy answers but loneliness prevents us
from facing them, which only leads to a deeper loneliness later.
Get on with it. Do I want to eat with this person? Is this person
really a peer? Is this person interested in me?

GET

ALL THESE PEOPLE, AND YOURSELF, OUT OF THE
WAY OF YOUR TALENT. If I had diverted the energy and time
that I invested into this series of inadequate people into
developing my talents I would be, well – I can't even imagine it…
And the part of myself that is complicit in this is the part that kept
trying to “settle”.

KEEP WALKING. There is a voice who does not often speak to
me, and it is not an angry voice. Perhaps it is the angel, who only
interferes in dire circumstances, when I am frozen in the hallway,
to say: “I know you love him, but now you have to just keep
walking. Get out of there.” Walking out is rarely the most
powerful thing you can do. And there are times when your
survival depends on it.
OK NOT TO LIKE EVERYONE. Usually there's a reason. My
grandmother called it “horse sense”.

IT'S

Your energy is precious. Protect it. Use compliments to give
people something sweet without exchanging a lot of energy.
ARE THE MAGIC. It's been disappointing to realize that
much of what I attributed to others' fabulousness or to our

YOU
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“relationship” was coming from my energy. I used the word 'we'
about a whole lot of stuff that I generated, pursued, figured out,
built, fixed, and celebrated. Getting honest about this enabled me
to walk away a little easier, knowing I wasn't leaving the good
stuff behind. It was in me.

Strangers
When someone treats you badly, or is even just weird, realize
they are probably doing their best. They are overwhelmed by
their life, or the situation. They are often terribly shy or
painfully unhappy. Whatever suffering they inflicted on you,
know that they are likely suffering even more.
This world is tough for everyone, and the assholes are the
ones who are doing the worst job of managing the trials of life.
Realize that people who don't smile or are in any way
ungracious are simply not strong enough to manage with
grace. They are too weak to take care of themselves, let alone
participate in society.
Nevertheless they often manage to be destructive, through
rudeness or bullying. Observe behavior patterns and quietly
identify bullies, to protect yourself and your friends from
asocial behavior.
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It's rare that a stranger will be able to receive boundaries or
criticism from you. They will, however, usually benefit from
your smile.

Avigation
Know that most people are struggling and suffering, including
those closest to you, and you may not know about it. Whatever
happened or was said is not necessarily the reality. It's entirely
possible that the reality is the opposite. If he's angry at me for no
reason, he's probably angry at himself.
Have a look at his landscape – his day, his mood, his situation.
Anything that made him feel ashamed or inadequate deprives him
of the strength to treat you well.
Take care of yourself without pushing him down or away. Do it
silently.
People need to feel great about themselves if they are going to
treat you well. If you want to be treated better, build them up,
don't tear them down. Figure out what you can give, what might
be helpful.
The facts don't matter. Get your righteousness out of the way.
Get your “needs” out of the way (you probably don't really need
them, they are just a way of trying to gain control when you feel
scared).
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Ask yourself –even when you're hurt– “what is the most powerful
thing I can do in this situation?” Everything is material. Everything
is loaded with information. Keep at the feeling. Struggle to
manage it in the most loving way possible for both of you.
When decisions, action, and communication is required, hold
yourself to a high standard. “Was that a loving act?” “Could I
have been more loving?” “Was that really a gift to her, or was it
for me?”
Walking away, which may be your first answer, is only rarely (in
situations of abuse) the most powerful thing you can do. Most of
the time, when you want to walk away, you are taking the easy
way. Circle back and find your more generous and wise ideas.
Your highest power is always love. The most powerful thing you
can do is always the most loving thing.
I believed that I had found him. The last possibility for life after
Duro. When Roberto left me I thought I would die from the pain.
Not kill myself. Die from the pain. Shaking and crying, feeling that
my sanity was wavering as visibly as a botched transporter
transfer on Star Trek, I forced myself to go out dancing, to
distract my consciousness from the pain so that it wouldn't kill me
in Boris' flat. (That would be no way to thank him for his angelic
generosity to us.) I came home and watched movies all night,
pumping distraction into my body like morphine.
I could not believe in or imagine or convince myself that there was
any future for me at all. I felt ugly and insignificant and hopeless,
but I tried to make myself believe in the idea of power and I kept
asking myself "what power do I have?" In that moment, in fact,
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the only action in my landscape was to buy or not the house that
Roberto had picked out and my friend had offered to fund.
I kept hearing Martin's voice: "I may not get there with you...” I
couldn't see a future for myself at all. And Roberto might never
love me, or dance with me, or even talk to me. But I had the
chance to give him his opportunity. I had the ability to be the first
person in his life who didn't abandon this poor kid.
Since regaining my composure I have often wondered about
other investments I could have made. Buying him the house at
that time was self-sacrificial in some way, and I felt guilty about
putting his well-being above my own. But when I told this story to
a counselor-guide, Petrina Hennessy was deeply moved and
excited. She said that what I did in that darkest hour was affirm
my own power to love and give. My ability to see through his
cruelty to his real situation and character is one of the qualities I
most treasure in myself and I honored it with this decision. This
was an affirmation of life and of my self, and therefore it was
about my well-being.
Roberto is now my most loyal friend, and he in turn slowly trusts
me to help care for his wounds.

Interdependence
Some years ago my political collective decided to try to talk about
fear. It was our last conversation. It has taken me more than a
decade to understand it. During this conversation, my dear friend,
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Matt Regan, one of the most careful and responsible people I'd
ever met, said “what I'm afraid of is not getting hurt, but getting
other people hurt.”
In truth most of us are afraid of both. But the prospect of causing
pain is more terrifying than receiving pain, for good reasons. It's
why I find it a relief not to drive a car. On foot I have much less
chance of seriously injuring someone. For many people, this fear
is a reason to avoid interdependence.
You are a force in the world, with the capacity to beget new
human life, to do violence, to break hearts, to share your
knowledge, to humiliate people, to smile on and encourage, to
labor on projects that will affect other people's lives. You cannot
be in the world without touching it, and other human beings.
This is not a burden. This is the net which will catch you when you
let go.

Endgame
I have been drinking a wine called 'Heiliger Gral'. It stimulates a
new party game: “What's your Holy Grail?”
Mine is marriage.
Yup. I've written a dissertation and then several more books,
cooked 10-course dinners for 30 people, performed Argentine
Tango on an escalator, built a bunch of websites, won two legal
cases without a lawyer, built a business as an artist, but I don't
seem to be able to figure out how to get married.
So every time I interact with a retail clerk with a tiny little diamond
solitaire on the correct finger I leave the place feeling inferior to
her. She is obviously doing something that I couldn't organize. A
man wanted her. What was I doing wrong?
I've deleted and restored this part of the book at least 10 times.
For me it's The Story, but I can't figure out how to make it useful
to anyone else. It's full of contradictions. Sociologists like to say
that contradictions tell you when you're getting warm – a
signpost for deeper truths.
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People are quick to tell me. “Well you're just too powerful, too
independent.” “You don't seem like that kind of girl.”
My world tour of entrepreneurial brinksmanship has proven to me
beyond a shadow of a doubt that I can and will do anything I set
out to do. Except the thing I want most. (Meanwhile I am grateful
to almost every man who didn't want me, because I am very glad I
am not married to any of them.)
The other popular diagnosis is “you're too picky”. I'm starting to
agree with this one. Face it. There are not many peers around. For
a chunk of 2015 I assaulted the Grail like a job. 2 dates a day for 3
months. Most of them wearing cheap aftershave, which repulses
me so promptly that I fled before learning anything else about
them.
The grail is not a search for love. Love is easy. I’m good at it.

But I “choose the wrong people”.
I have believed that it was my Grail because of convention. But
there are a lot of other conventional Grails that don't bother me,
like children, sailboats, and Mt. Everest.
For me marriage is about insurance. Specifically that someone
else will know about, make decisions about, and be responsible
for it on my behalf.
Insurance crystallizes my sense of aloneness. If there was a person
in my life who really cared about me, then my insurance would be
managed. Up to that point whatever nice things people say to me
in various situations is all just empty talk.
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I'm only looking for one person. The one who wants it all.
Solidarity. I want to share the work of life.

Assets
A photographer came to my studio.
She showed me something about my face that I didn't know. And
so I didn't like her favorite shot. I told her it was too aggressive
and intimidating. I'd like one that's more inviting. She told me
“you're a strong woman”, precipitating a second meltdown in a
mere 48 hours, which might be a record for a sole near-stranger.
People are either telling to me to “relax” because I'm working too
hard or that I shouldn't be hurt because “you're a strong woman”.
I don't want to be a strong woman.
I don't think it delivers anything that I want.
Two peers was disastrous, actually. I saw it coming with Duro and
tried to stop the being right game. I remember turning out of the
garage on Rose Avenue to start our Saturday marketing rounds
with the double-parked oyster ritual on Main Street – I was staring
at the cracked dashboard of my beloved 735 when I said “We're
both so good, and we're so tightly synced, that we're only going
to see the flaws.” But we weren't able to change games. Our
identities were welded to our intellects.
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I really don't see any benefit any more in winning intellectual
debates. I want to practice love. Now I pretend to be weaker and
less experienced than I am. I find heavy stuff for my man to lift
and things that need fixing. I don't see how any good can come
from a woman besting her man with intelligence. I try not to tell
them they're wrong unless their mistake will have serious
consequences. And then, very gently, and covering for their error.
I watch women telling their man how to drive. Good god, woman,
let him drive!
A man drove me home from a party. I don't remember his name. I
asked questions about his business, he asked questions about me.
He shut down the engine in front of my house and turned to me.
“You're a very interesting person. Why do you seem sad every
time I ask you a question?” “I'm just tired.” “Maybe, but there's
something else.” “I'm not interested in explaining things to
people anymore.” “But you know so much, and you're so
articulate.” “Being smart didn't take me where I wanted to go, so
I've just left her behind.” Indeed I sometimes read my academic
work with wonder at the sharp eloquence of analyses I don't
remember composing. “Can I make a suggestion?” My forehead
was on the dashboard. “You built this wonderful intellect. Just
enjoy her.”

Shame
Where I got my sexism is a mystery. Mom and grandma were
beautiful, elegant, femmes, smart as whips, independent and
professional. Men everywhere. My main cultural image of women
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was opera, and those are some fearsome and fully feminine
women.
I was terrified by the negative language about wives. I was
tormented by the idea that marriage makes you fat with short
hair. And you'll be called “ball and chain” or his “old woman”.
Now it seems these fears had more to do with symbols of the
working class, than with marriage. But I couldn't make that
distinction as a young girl. In lockstep with my terror of being the
kind of woman who would ever even suggest “locking down” a
boy, I secretly swallowed the whole romantic marriage dream.
It didn't come from television, which we didn't have. I trace it to a
book I unfortunately read as a teenager, The Bridge Across
Forever: A Love Story, by Richard Bach, which breathed life into
the gorgeous illustrated fairy tale books and operas which had
already given intensity and priority to the idea of romance in my
young consciousness. Bach's purportedly autobiographical
treatise promoted the concept of “soulmates” and accounts for a
monumental distraction of my energy from more secure and
productive life projects.
My secret yearning for a soulmate-husband meant that for years I
couldn't go in to jewelry stores. Even glancing in the direction of
engagement rings, or a window of wedding dresses made me
break out in a sweat of shame.
To reveal my desire would be dangerous because it would make
me the kind of woman that men claim to hate.
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How a person of my intelligence (and exposure to feminist theory)
could swim around in this inane story for so many years is yet
another mystery.
Finally I just had it with the shame and I decided in my boldest
move ever to tell a few friends that I wanted to get married.
Every one of them responded aggressively: “Why would you want
that? You don't need that!” I had the presence of mind to say to
one of them. “We are in my flat in a 6-unit apartment building. In
the other 5 units are married people. Why is it pathological for
me to want something that most people want and get?”
This is the kind of situation I get into with my friends. They think
I'm Joan of Arc or Athena. I'm not allowed to be mortal, I'm not
allowed to feel pain. I'm not even allowed to want things that
other people want.
But I should “just relax”.

Whitney, Marilyn, and so many other talented women are so
desperate for the one love; instead they get men who destroy
them.
Struggling to finish this chapter, I go shopping for wedding rings
on Christmas Eve, daring myself to cross the threshold of that
store, the one whose windows I look into only when I pass on the
way home from dancing at 3am. I try on the ornate antique band.
It's too delicate for me and looks mundane. I give up and go
admire the vintage chandelier earrings.

It's all material. It makes sense that the contradictions of
marriage are interwoven with the contractions of gender. That
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photographer was probably right on time. I just don't know it
yet.

Continuum
The idea that gender is a continuum from male to female, and
likely beyond, is a popular (but optional) tool in queer and
feminist theory. My personal experience confirms it. My
attractions to clothing and shoes careen around the continuum
from day to day.
My experience inside my body is more stable. I feel tough and a
bit brutal. I am totally mystified by men's sexual attraction to me,
because I don't feel in any way the way I think a girl should feel in
my body. (Although Not feeling Feminine is different from feeling
Masculine, which is something I can't possibly know about.)I
watch how real women move their arms around, as if they're
made of delicate venetian glass. I use my body like a hammer. I
stand as if I am guarding something, legs apart, ready for impact.
I often cut and bruise myself, because I'm more interested in
getting things done than taking care of my skin.
My gender sensation morphs to the relationship at hand. When
my mate is strongly masculine I get to feel girly. When I date
femme girls, I become the protector. I am annoyed with men who
are weak. I want to be the girl!
I think that if I had found out about transgender as a teenager it's
something I would have wanted. I pursued high fashion, following
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mom's stilettos, but I was bodybuilding and walking like a
bodybuilder (until a few friends told me how ridiculous it looked).
I rode a motorcycle, I was as hard as I could manage. I didn't want
to be mistaken for a woman.
When I work, there is no femininity available. It's 100% On, go,
fight! Although I know well that everyone sees and feels a woman
here, I don't know her.
Regardless of how femme the mirror reads, I always feel like a
failure and a fake as a woman. When I first learned about Drag
Queens I felt so validated. Every day I do this special stuff with
makeup and clothing so that I will pass as a woman!
While living as a polarized yo-yo, my experience as an artist and
dancer has induced a very different perspective on gender than
my education as a social scientist.
I said for a long time that Argentine Tango saved my life by giving
back my humanity. Dr. Amory had become a grumpy diva,
resentful that her assuredly prescient work had not been duly
recognized. While hardening into bitterness, she passed her time
sharpening her laser beam to more rapidly find intellectual fault
with even the closest political allies. I locked her in the closet.
I decided that instead of being an intimidating, masculine,
prestigious professor, I would create a new identity. I would just
be Violet, a girl who liked to cook and dance. Outside of work I
stopped talking about intellectual/political stuff. I played dumb. I
got so good at it that in New Zealand people thought I was
dumb. That was entertaining.
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Likely unwisely, I placed my trust in the journey of tango. It took
me to an archaic gender scene in which I got to be Scarlett
O'Hara, luxuriating in a surfeit of gentlemanly desire. I felt
beautiful and feminine for the first time. These were nights of
continuous ecstasy.
Then I went to Buenos Aires and experienced a brutal
powerlessness which could only be surmounted with aggressive,
flawless self-love. It was the hardest thing I've ever done and it
made walking into any room a piece of cake.
My moment as Belle of the Ball was short-lived. As I became a
more discerning dancer, I could no longer enjoy the methods of
unskilled men and had to instead block their desire. Indeed on the
rare occasions that there is a man in the room who I want to
dance with, it's now me who must generate and target the desire,
which pretty much entirely misses the point.
As I became more skilled as a tango professional, I watched him
creep back in. Now in my second career I am as intellectual and
combative as I was in the first. This, if anything, makes me believe
people who talk about being “born in the wrong body”.
Although maybe this is just a matter of failed discipline. I got lazy
with the hard work of being a Queen and let my stubble show…
As a dancer I enact both gender roles to the extreme. While many
contemporary dancers and queer tango dancers experience
dance as fundamentally androgynous, for me it has been a relief
to learn how to move and feel fully feminine. And also, dancing
the man's role, to develop the skills to manifest my masculinity
fully.
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The problem is the costumes. I can only dress for one role or the
other, but every 12 minutes the mix of music and available
partners reconstructs my desire and identity. The clash between
inner and outer worlds just changes form. I yearn for moments of
peace, nights when I can get into one role and stay there.

Fire
I proved to the government of Australia that I had been abused;
this is one of the most arduous ways to get Permanent Residency.
Four lawyers told me I didn't have a chance, even if I had $10,000
to burn. The fifth encouraged me. This victory finally permitted
me to travel internationally. I went on vacation. Unmoved by any
of the dancers I met in 5 weeks I prepared for a second
retirement.
In my last week in Europe, Armin introduced me to Roberto. I
moved to Berlin.
When we dance, I feel that something combusts inside of him. I
know that it is my way of moving with him that makes this
possible.
My first two dance partners were U.S. Marines, who didn't know I
spent Saturday afternoons at anti-war rallies. I also kept secret
from my real friends my deviant subcultural fetish for rapturous
hours pressed against the sweet chests of men with whom I never
could or would have a conversation. Indeed one of the great gifts
of tango is a language and culture through which people who
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would certainly never otherwise sympathize or communicate
achieve deep resonance.
This particular embrace with men is totally addictive, with bad
withdrawal. Women become rabid, insatiable dogs, desperate for
the next fix, and needing ever-more refined junk. I watch wholly
inadequate and unattractive men become insufferably egoistic
under the hot pursuit of packs of these women. This is really not a
situation I am proud to be part of.
With Roberto I learned that another relation was possible. One no
less gendered, but significantly more liberatory. I work to make a
pedagogy of this.
In queer and feminist studies, another popular (also optional) tool
is called “essentialism”. Essentialism proposes that there are
gender differences that are in some way fundamental, and also
compatible.
Tango has made me an essentialist, but I do not like the standard
essentialist menu: mother, goddess, witch. I have a visceral bias
against procreation as the point-source of gender difference.
Biologist-essentialism roots masculinity in the drive to spread
semen around and femininity in the urge to nurture.
I believe that we have become something more than that. And yet
gender remains a significant dimension of experience.
As a continuumist, I believe that every person has within them, on
frequencies with varying wavelengths and amplitudes, both
masculinity and femininity.
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What I believe I have found is that that the core of masculinity is
creativity, the drive to conceptualize, analyze, formulate, and
manifest ideas and visions in the world.
And the core of femininity is the capacity to witness, await, and
accompany complexity, including pain and contradiction.
Creativity is a fragile power. Unfamiliar experiences impend.
Failure looms, alongside other unimaginable consequences.
Creatives are rightly fearful and they often want to (and do) run
away from engagements, appraisals, problems, and their own
masterpieces.
The counterpart of the creative can see his genius clearly and
knows better than he does that he will survive. She tolerates his
pain and her own. She takes a little of his weight through the
troughs without letting on that she is doing so. She coils and
releases the anchors. At best she becomes his medium and
material.
This is not subservience or submission.
Apparently, my attentive strength, sensitivity, and witness can
free a man's creativity to burst forth with intensity and clarity.
What's more, this union can energize a roomful of other people
who surround us.
The Revel’s gift is her life's wisdom, taut and ready in her
musculature, and her capacity to witness contradiction, her
comfort with the unknown.
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Her alliance makes it possible for her Mark to reach for his
unknown, to let forth profound creativity that he does not
understand or control, and has not yet seen.
This is a sacred encounter.
I believe that gender is a relation we inhabit, a collaboration,
through which we access the divine.
I dance both roles.
And I want to learn how to enter this relation with people without
dancing tango with them.

Grace
'Grace' is often recognized as a religious term, but it is the root of
common secular concepts. 'Grace' is the state of mind which
results in 'graceful' and 'gracious' acts.
Grace is confidence in your power. Through grace you find your
generosity and gentleness. In grace, you smile.
Your words matter. The way you spend your money matters.
Everything in your house matters. The food you eat matters. You
are a force in the world. You are the force in your own life.
The things that no one will notice may be the most significant.
Discover what you want and commit to get it. Care about what
you are part of and who you do it with.
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Edge
As I finish the first draft, I am thrashing around, gasping for grace.
I'm drinking too much. My character is Flamethrower. I have fired
most of my friends. I am flammable. Everything is burning. I am
trying to lash myself to this book as I write it, a cool pontoon in
sweet silver water. But my hands are on fire.
I'm not sure what's going on. After so much abuse, I'm becoming
intolerant of people who hurt me. But these ones are just sloppy,
not mean. Maybe it doesn't matter. They are out of control,
unintentional. It's only a quantitative difference.
Sometimes I think it's because I still shelter some abusers. I told a
friend “Only one person is allowed to hurt me. Everyone else has
to treat me like a jewel.” Well, that's a setup. But I don't believe
we are so hydraulic, or finite. I believe there is some way to
practice love that just keeps getting bigger.
Pain only happens when we are involved, it is an indication that
we have chosen and invested in this situation or person. Grace
has to be the pathway through which we figure out what it would
be to continue that intention, with love for everyone. Grace is not
walking away. Grace is not shutting down. Grace cannot be
continuing to take abuse. Grace has to be non-destructive and
non-selfless.
I finish the final draft not much better off, but different. The fire is
out. I spent the last 9 months in a frenzy of damn good work.
Every possible indicator is way up, except sales. What I have
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achieved is phenomenal. The stress is about to finish me off. I'm
bored and hungry.
I am facing off with the legacy of being avant-garde. This drive
has defeated me. I want a job.
My dancers struggle for respect in an era without art. The people
just want to snuggle with music. Why do I have to turn everything
into a dissertation?
I've slammed on the brakes on almost everything. I am
reconsidering what kind of art I want to make. Who, if anybody, I
want to teach. Exactly how unimportant money is. (Less and less.)
Finishing this book is an existential assault on things that don't
make sense in my life. Suddenly, it's time-sensitive. I'm hoping
that rearranging the paragraphs will reveal a pattern I've missed.
I'm accepting something about the comparative value of resonant
fragments versus sanitized arguments. I'm massaging glitter into
the cracks.
Grace is also about recognizing you are in a border-zone, even in
bad weather. Permaculturalists observe that edges (of fields,
farms, rivers, and forests) are quantitatively and qualitatively
superabundant. Edge is as rich as it is uncertain. Pain, confusion,
and inner conflict are harbingers that you are on an edge.
Edge demands that you can be with your sadness and pain, fear
or emptiness, see it as a process, hang out and allow change to
come, which might be as simple as calming down enough to
notice what is already happening.
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Edges offer the possibility for playful interpenetration of our
worlds, for rich, sweet interdependence, and all the uncertainties
it induces. But you have to choose to allow something new in, to
let something (or someone) show you something you haven't
noticed before. Try it, savor it – without reacting.
You don't need to be afraid of losing yourself. That is hard to do
even when you want to! The edges between people, the
inspiration of your sparkling eyes, might allow you to get bigger.
What do you want to be on the edge of?
Roberto was somehow afraid of me, and had to find ways to push
me away. One time he appointed to meet me at a milonga where
all our friends would be, and then showed up with another girl.
He ignored me and fawned over her. It was excruciating. I was
paralyzed with humiliation.
I dragged myself to the bathroom to cry. I resolved to walk out
the door and go directly to the airport to leave Germany, but the
route was blocked by a performance. I couldn't get to the door.
After the performance, the DJ saved my life. Nancy Lavoie
suddenly announced, “the next set is dedicated to Violet, who
introduced me to Queer Tango in 2009.”
Roberto was slouched in a chair. I walked over to him and said
“We need to dance now.” He acted disoriented but got up and
danced an artistically explosive tanda to a gaping audience. I was
very glad that, having devoted 10 years of my life to this art form,
I didn't miss one of the masterworks.
He doesn't remember the girl.
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Two years later, Roberto and I walk to the edge of the cliff, with
plenty of reasons. And then we each decide to step back. “I love
you.”

N30
I learned about action on November 30, 1999. My student John
Long stood in the doorway of my office. “Dr. Starr, we have to go
to Seattle.” When I protested that I had classes to teach, he
persisted. “Dr. Starr! We have to go protest the WTO Ministerial
in Seattle.”
That day changed my life, and many lives. It also launched a
global social movement.
I believe that the legacy of John's demand was an understanding
of action. That it's possible to act ... that we can find a way to take
action ... that we dare to act ... that there is a moment of the
decision to act ... and the role of community in the decision to put
the words into action ...the decision to find a way to do that
without already knowing how ... and that we won't be alone.
The gift John gave me from the doorway turned out to be not
only the opportunity to have made history, which we did, but also
familiarity with the moment of decision to step into the unknown.
It's a gift that has been the aperture so many times in my life, to
so many dreams, to the experience of creativity, to the greatest
moments of my life that I can call "art".
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Since that day I know with conviction that we can act without
knowing how we are going to do it. That we can act knowing that
we will not be alone there.
The lesson of Seattle, well held against the fear, was that in the
unknown there would be treasures we can't imagine.
When John prepared to die in 2017, our friend Bryan Birch
gathered photographs. I didn't have any, save one of the
treasures who appeared in the mystery. At 04:00 on N30 the 22
people who shared this experience as a direct result of John's
Demand, traveled into the unknown of our first Street Action.
We rounded a bend on the highway, and saw this banner hang. It
told us that we were so much bigger than we know. That we were
so much less alone than we thought. That we could be confident
in our ideas. That brave beautiful enormous things were
absolutely possible.
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John,
On the occasion of your departure,
may everyone who knew
or was somehow touched by you
find in ourselves
an increase
in the daring courage,
persistent work,
and scale of faithful vision
which you illuminated through your
action.
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Black Diamonds
What is worthy of you? Your talent, your taste, and your grace.
I climb the ladder to hang a new prayer from the overburdened
temple. As usual, I've named the answer before I can see it.
Maybe the Black Diamonds are the people I'm going to do it with.
Maybe they are the books that melt in my hands as I'm trying to
finish them.
I think the Black Diamonds are the things who will not be seen
without our attention.
Do they exist? Do we exist?
2015. Prague. My hero, Homer Ladas, says to me “Vio, You have
to keep the door open.” Startled by his abdication, I stagger
under this solemn mantle. But it's a fitting task for me. I've never
chosen the easy way. Indeed I can't see it.
I throw my body over the doorsill.
Occupy the aperture and make it bigger.
Patricia Williams explains that enslaved Africans alchemized their
Rights. When your existence is not popular, it's necessary to
create the space you need to to live and work. This is what avantgarde artists and paradigm-shifters do. It's time to give up the
hope of being discovered and liked, and get serious about doing
the work anyway.
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Grace, then, is several things:
It is the willingness to be in the edge. Recognizing that intention
is the guiderope, not the destination.
Grace is generosity in the moments that people are the most
difficult.
Grace is looking around to see what you are the guardian of.
Grace is the capacity for unknown exchanges. It is the willingness
to risk interdependence.
Grace is allowing encounters to be profound, to change the
paradigm, to open the next door – beyond which you cannot
discern the landscape at all, yet.
Grace is using your power to trust.

Rejoice
What I learned from Duro is that every day is precious and full
of opportunities for expression, generosity, and pleasure.
To live as we did I must pursue this idea like a truffle pig.
Keep slogging away at the joy.
Andrea Godshalk
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Commit to delight and do not fail her. Mine the daylight and
the sparkling darkness. Later may not come, and anyway will
be different than anticipated. You will also be different and
what you thought you wanted may no longer be relevant.
Joy doesn't happen to you. It's a choice of interpretation and
action. Happiness is made of smiling NOW, at this situation.
It's yours to do.
There's a big difference between 'joy' and 'rejoice'.
Rejoice is a verb.
As is love.
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Appendix:
Platitudes
There are a lot of trite concepts floating about which I believe are
either sloppy or misleading.

HEALING I do believe in wounds. Fresh wounds require attention
and care. Some change us for forever. All wounds shape us. They
are the source of wisdom and empathy. They aren't going to
disappear, and we shouldn't want them to. We change our
relationships to them. We make decisions about living in the
wound, or moving out, using it as a pattern or looking for
something new. Bad things happen, but fear and anger are
lifestyle choices.

FORGIVENESS This is how relationship wounds are supposed to
be 'healed'. Our relationships are in constant change and
development. Nothing that happens between people is
reversible, erasable. We make decisions about how to react, and
whether to go deeper or pull away.
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We only use this word when it's missing. It's missing
because the love between two people is not deep enough to
embrace difference. Take that on. You can demand respect no
more than you can demand love. You can demand civility, but I
don't think that's what you really want.

RESPECT

What I think we want is something much more disciplined and
much more profound: in which we take the others' being/way as
divine, appoint it as beloved in all its mystery, and honor it with
our best energy without criticism. This kind of devotional practice
requires understanding that love does not co-exist with control
and getting-your-way. To love is to give up what we think we
know in honor of the other, in part because of or energized by the
fact that we cannot rationalize her. Love is one of the few
opportunities in life to grow because we are so motivated by
passion that we are willing to forge through anathema and let our
world get bigger and different.

COMMITMENT Another concept that only comes up when it's
not there. When faced with dilemmas, we sometimes act
according to ethical and moral ideas. In these moments we
renew our faith in our chosen values and principles. But each
time, on some level, we do ask the question. Each act of faith
is renewed by will. Commitment has no autopilot function. So
it's useless as an invocation. People will leave if they are no
longer interested. Nothing holds them except will in the
present moment. And will is made of desire and discipline. If
they don't have the desire, it's not going to continue.

YOU LOVE SOMEONE LET THEM GO” This is Inane.
First, because you definitely can't keep them if they want to go.

“IF
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Second, it's yet another hocuspocus tilt at a prophylactic for pain,
this time in the guise of selflessness.
As I survey the exit queue I would let most of them go far more
quietly than I did. But not all. Those few are distinguished as
unions whose loss constituted a greater tragedy than a couple of
broken hearts. And there are not only lovers in this group, but
friends too.
The greatest moments of our lives are those in which we decide
that something or someone is worth risking every fragment of
energy and pride. The heroism and romance around which our
culture makes sense of itself are all organized around the idea of
NOT giving up on things that matter.
If there could be relevant advice it would be about how to discern
which of your people are better gone, and which are worth a
lifetime of battles against your inner demons and theirs because
your togetherness was something more than a satisfying
temporary contract of exchange.
RESPONSIBILITY We say this to people who do not see
their power, who have no idea they have created something
that requires care – or hurt something. Most people are afraid
of the possibility of causing pain and their response will be to
shut down or exit: “I don't want this responsibility” or “it's not
really mine”. Don't try to “hold them accountable”.
Impossible. Fantasy. No one will tolerate this assault to their
will and integrity.

TAKE

A better exhortation, then, is “bestow your gifts on this
situation.” Remind people that they have something to give, the
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ability to soothe, encourage, accompany. Show people they are in
an interaction in which they have the power to do good. Help
them see their gifts.
Pathologizing someone for having
expectations is a way of blaming them for your unwillingness to
be reliable. Reliability is a fundamental dimension of society.
Eschewing expectations as a strategy for evading disappointment
(yours or others') fantasizes an asocial, anti-relational, feral
situation.

NO EXPECTATIONS

FREEDOM When we walk away from work and relationships, we
prove our freedom, in the most limited sense. True freedom is the
power to do something; not the permission not to do anything.
Doing something is risky. You can fail and you can create
something that needs care, or could be lost. Eventually, avoiding
becomes lonely and empty.

“YOU

SHOULDN'T CARE WHAT OTHER PEOPLE THINK
ABOUT YOU” This is totally absurd Please do care what your
friends and family think, especially if what they think is that you
are aggressive, in a dangerous relationship. or addicted to
something.

Please do pay attention to things like not doing all the talking,
and not letting other people pay all the bills.
Not worrying about others' views is applicable in only a very small
portion of our social life, that which concerns self-expression
(clothing, hairstyle), innovative business ideas, intellectual insights,
and creative vision.

HEALTHY Lard is back. Enough said.
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NATURAL We have no idea what this would be, and we probably
wouldn't like it. Anyway, we're too far gone.

CHOOSING ABUSE I do not believe that people choose
abusive situations because they “are more comfortable there”.
No one is comfortable being abused. But people who have
been abused are going to be more resilient to it. They will
have the capacity to withstand discomfort in the service of
something or someone they believe in.
Nobody chooses to fall in love with an abuser. They fall in love
with other aspects of that person and then find themselves in a
tragic situation.
I think it would also be worthwhile to mention that there are a lot
of abusive people around, and even more abusive behavior. To
accuse the victims of choosing to put themselves in this situation
is like blaming people for catching a cold.

CO-DEPENDENCY Some diagnostic categories are clearly
useful. I think it's good to be able to identify and understand
abuse. And some concepts which have become formal
diagnoses began in powerful grassroots self-help movements,
like Al-Anon. I'm sure co-dependency is a real thing, but I think
what's important is the fine-grain work of identifying how,
when, and where compassion becomes counterproductive.
These points are highly contextual, but tools for finding them
(as opposed to wholesale pathologizing) would be useful.

BALANCE Unless we are talking about standing on one foot, I
think this word is a trick for eliding an analytic or
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communicative blank. Balance doesn't get at what we want
more of, or how we want it to feel. 'Balance' as a verb is
probably not what you want to do with your energy: it means
constant focus on readjustment. The things to want are
intensity, texture, and contrast, expression, witness, serenity,
delight…
Throughout my life, male peers (usually
“Buddhists”) have lectured me about my lack of self-esteem and
“self-love”. Parenthetically, let me remark that I would never tell
someone “you have low self-esteem”. How anyone imagines that
such haughty diagnosis could be helpful to their friend is beyond
my comprehension. These boys are never interested in what I
have accomplished, what has changed, or how I have pushed
beyond myself to manage and create. After several decades
observing this pattern I now interrupt the boys mid-sentence.

SELF-LOVE

Sometimes I think “low self-esteem” and “you need to love
yourself” are masculinist ways to beat women up. As very wellargued in the film Advertising and the End of the World, they are
also excellent marketing strategies used to sell all kinds of
products.
While self-love is certainly desirable as opposed to self-hate, I
have some questions about it. Are you supposed to feel it all the
time, unwavering? Is it like enlightenment that I was supposed to
always have, somehow lost track of, and could have again, for
eternity, if I just hummed and touched the earth in exactly the
right moment and state of mind?
One of the hardest questions for me about self-love has been that
the closer I get to a realistic view of myself (which is pretty damn
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positive), the more confused I am about the results or outcomes
of this. Isn't self-love supposed to deliver the goods? Isn't that
what's been in the way of success, relationships, etc. When I do it,
everything is supposed to flow… So now I even got the self-love.
Now what's wrong with me? Oh, I'm intimidating.
Recently I met a man refreshingly more interested in his own
problems than in mine. But he doesn't use the terms “selfesteem” or “depression”, he prefers to talk about “feeling
strong” and “feeling weak”. I think this is a much more helpful
conceptualization. We all have times when we feel strong (for
good reasons) and times when we feel weak (for equally good
ones). Sometimes the transition between these two experiences
can be dizzying, and sometimes we wonder if we are really
dealing with the same person. I think this i s normal. Anyone who

never experiences self-doubt must be pathologically detached
either from reality or from their own feelings. I am the
strongest person I know, and I can feel very weak.

I do try to “take responsibility” for what I call my “black hole”.
Really I think of it as putting my foot in the black hole (like you
“put a foot in the door” when you're going to resolve this
thing now and not be put off by someone's temper tantrum).
A black hole is a temper tantrum, a recurring, destructive,
overblown anxiety that I'm not pretty and skinny and sweet
enough. (Insert your own insecurities.) The foot is data.
Accuracy about oneself entails the sober knowledge of what you
have to give and how you can cause pain. Stasis in an inaccurate
assessment of oneself justifies inaction and helplessness, avoiding
power.
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Appendix:
Matrix
When I feel stuck I create a Matrix (by hand, and the lines don't
have to be tidy).
UGH

MASTERY

TALENT

TASTE

GRACE

Taxes

Download
the forms.

Envision myself
as Sylvester
Stallone,
overcoming all
odds to DIY
German taxes!

Before I get too
hung up in fear
I am finite,
about the German
and doing
government – is
my best.
this where I really
want to live?

Peopl
e hurt
me

Not taking
it in, not
taking it
seriously.

Understanding
why, seeing
their problems
and limits.

Choosing not to
put up with it.
I'd rather be
alone.

Build a
temple to
both of us.
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Here's another one I made: Put anything (or anyone) you want in
the first column, then work your way across. You don't have to fill
in all the boxes or in order. Observing what's blank can help you
focus...
ASPECT

MASTERY

Work

Knowing
how to do it

Financial

Smooth, no
avoiding

Body

Skinny

TALENT
Insight &
Elegance

TASTE

GRACE

Absorbed,
Engaged

Ease & Speed

Feel rich

Flexible &
Strong

Food

Cook for
myself

Inspire
people to
cook

Loneliness

Actually I
chose to be
alone if not
with
someone
delightful.

Realizing how
aloneness
enables me
to create.

Dancing!

Great
cheese
and wine
at night
Choosing
what I
really want
people for.

Feeling more
and more
beautiful over
time

Feeling this
experience
with
compassion.
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After making the Matrix, I put it into action as fast as possible.
When I'm really a mess, I focus first on MASTERY. Do some
discipline, to anything really. What needs to be done? Do it.
Discipline is fuel. It gives me a chance to go somewhere. When
the tears subside, I try to remember what I wanted.
Then I try to take a little lurch in that direction. No matter how
small. This validates the trajectory. I am going toward what all this
suffering and struggle and skill was in service of my TALENT.
Then I try to find something that TASTES or feels good. I prove
to myself the power to grasp a bit of joy. It's there, within my
reach. And I reach for it. This small promise kept: “I will do my
best to give you joy” is the first step to saving this dangerous day.
Finally, erratically, surrounded by candles, ice cream spoon in
hand, I try to ask the right questions. “How can I serve her
today?” “What is the most powerful thing I can do in this
situation?” “Is this an expression of love?” “What do I really want
now?” GRACE.

Dedication
When I approached finishing the first draft of this book, I wrote to
my friends to ask them to prepare to receive something new from
me. For some strange reason, I couldn't find a way to write this
email that didn't sound like what was coming was a suicide note.
Several people responded anxiously.
The text is in some sense the opposite. It's the method by which I
have kept myself from that ever-present brink. In recognition of
that heavy fact, I must dedicate this book to a rather long and
incomplete list of people, each of whom at one time or another, in
many different ways, and often without knowing, stood guard:
Andrea, Lalande, Elizabeth, Aimée, Claudyne, Petrina, Luis, Nick,
Toby, Boris, and my grandparents Georgia and Harry, who are
always with me.

